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It was Rosh Chodesh Ellul – exactly 
one month before Rosh Hashanah.  
Ruthie & I were stood under the 
Chupah with Menachem and his 
new wife Abigail listening to the 
sound of the Shofar! 

We had just walked our remaining 
single child to the Chupah, just weeks 
after Rivki and Sam’s wedding, and 
were standing in one of the most 
meaningful locations in Eretz Yisrael, 
facing the Har HaBayit  - the most 
sacred place in the world for the 
Jewish people. As I looked east, I could 
also see Har HaZeitim – the Mount of 
Olives – where my parents are buried. 
Their presence was acutely felt under 
that Chupah along with the Neshamot 
of all Menachem and Abigail’s other 
grandparents now at rest in Gan Eden 
– Zichronam Livracha.  Emotions were 
running high.

Back in Hale and preparing for the 
Yamim Noraim, the sound of those 
ceremonial Shofar blasts are echoing 
in my head. We are taught that the 
raw and primitive tones produced by 
blowing through a simple ram’s horn 
are there to help us focus our emotions, 
and to arouse us to Teshuvah and 
fervent prayer. 

How so? …  In order to understand 
how such simple sounds  can enable 
us to process such a complex range 
of emotions and help every Jew do 

Teshuvah, we need to know the basis 
on which the sounds that we blow 
on each day of Rosh Hashanah are 
configured.

Our Rabbis teach us that there are 
essentially three different sounds 
that the Ba’al Tokeah  makes on Rosh 
Hashanah. They are distinguished by 
the length of the note. The first note 
is ‘Tekiah’, a single long note. The 
second is ‘Shevarim’ – a series of three 
‘broken’ notes; and the third is ‘Teruah’ 
– nine quick staccato notes. Each of 
them symbolises different feelings 
that may be too deep for us to express 
consciously, but that resonate within 
us as we daven during the month of 
Ellul, on Rosh Hashanah and at the end 
of Yom Kippur. 

Tekiah is a note of confidence and 
joy – it represents those days where 
things are going well and we feel good 
about ourselves. The stuttering notes 
of Shevarim reminds us that life is 
sometimes filled with disappointments, 
frustrations and conflicts. Teruah 
symbolises those times when we feel 
completely broken, when our lives are 
shaken by bad news or disrupted by 
bad people - times when we cannot 
imagine feeling whole again. Every 
one of us has experienced all three of 
these emotions, and these experiences 
combine to make us who we are. 

These are the emotions that we bring 
with us into Shule on Rosh Hashanah as 
part of our Tefillah, where we pour out 
our hearts to our Creator. Sometimes 
we are praying for ourselves, but on 
Rosh Hashanah our Rabbis tell us that 
it is better to pray for others, and only 
for ourselves as part of a wider family 
or community. As we look around us 
in Shule we’ll remember that many 
people are going through hard 
times, and to think of them as well as 
ourselves as we pray for a happy New 
Year. 

So now, when I hear the Shofar every 
morning during Ellul, it takes me 
back to that incredible moment in 
Yerushalayim, when our hearts were 
almost bursting with love and gratitude 
to the Ribono Shel HaOlam. But it also 
reminds me that other people are 
experiencing different emotions and 
challenges, and that they should also 
register in my consciousness as I daven.

The most powerful message of the 
Shofar comes at the end of each set 
of notes, when we hear the Tekiah 
Gedolah – a long, strong note of 
confidence. Think about this; however 
broken and conflicted we may feel, 
the structure of the Shofar blowing 
ceremony always ends with a long 
blast that symbolises our optimism 
about the future. 

That single note on its own would not 
mean the same if it was not preceded 
by the broken notes of Shevarim 
and Teruah. It is easy to be brave 
and optimistic when you have not 
experienced any of life’s challenges. 
The Tekiah of innocence is tested by 
the ordeals of Shevarim and Teruah, 
but we take that negative energy and 
use it to inspire a deeper prayer for 
the coming year, by sounding a longer 
note of optimism born of strength and 
experience. Ultimately we know that 
Hashem only tests us when He knows 
we can pass the test. Hearing the Tekiah 
Gedolah reminds us that everything is 
ultimately for the best, and that we 
emerge at the end of every year in a 
stronger and more confident state of 
mind than before.

Ruthie and I, together with all our 
family, wish you and yours a Shanah 
Tovah Um’vurechet - a meaningful 
and blessed New Year, filled with good 
health, happiness, growth and success. 
May the year 5779 be the one in which 
the shofar sounds herald an era of 
blessing and peace for our people and 
all humanity. 

From the Rabbi’s Study

Rabbi Joel Portnoy
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The Chief Rabbi’s Rosh Hashanah Message 5779 
 
 
 
The Talmud prescribes a blessing to be recited upon seeing royalty: “Blessed are You, Lord our 
God, King of the Universe, who has imparted of Your glory to flesh and blood”. 
  
The Talmud (Berachot 58a) recounts how the renowned sage, Rav Sheshet, once joined throngs 
of townsfolk as they lined the streets in anticipation of the momentous arrival of the King. A heretic 
mocked the Rabbi, who was blind, since he would surely not be able to appreciate such an 
auspicious event. Yet, when the audible excitement of the crowd increased and the heretic 
believed that the King’s appearance was imminent, Rav Sheshet told him that he was mistaken 
– the King had not yet arrived. This sequence repeated itself a number of times until, eventually, 
to the astonishment of all around him, Rav Sheshet announced that the King was about to arrive 
and, at the precise moment at which he passed, the Rabbi recited the prescribed blessing. The 
heretic was stunned by what he had witnessed. Rav Sheshet explained, “Earthly royalty is like 
heavenly royalty. God, who is the King of kings, is not found in the wind, an earthquake or a fire, 
but ‘in a still small voice’” (I Kings 19:12). With this in mind, it was from the hushed silence that 
Rav Sheshet knew that the king had indeed arrived. 
 
I was reminded of this passage a few months ago, when I was privileged to accompany HRH The 
Duke of Cambridge on his historic visit to Israel. He arrived at the Kotel on a Thursday morning 
to the sound of dozens of Barmitzvahs and thousands of vocal worshippers. In preparing Prince 
William, I had explained that he should expect the entire Kotel plaza to be filled with a loud 
cacophony of soulful supplication and joyful song. Yet, something quite extraordinary happened. 
As we reached the Kotel itself, silence fell. Services came to a standstill, as countless people 
stood in quiet reverence. How would he react to this very special experience? What would he 
say? The aura of the occasion was palpable – had Rav Sheshet been there, he would have 
sensed that something special was happening. 
 
The prophet Isaiah (55:6,7) taught, “Seek Hashem while He may be found, call upon Him while 
He is near”. The Talmud tells us that “while He is near” refers to the High Holy Days. For this 
reason, the central theme of Rosh Hashanah is ‘malchut’ – the kingship of Hashem. 
 
Understanding the privilege of being in the presence of ‘earthly royalty’ can give us an inkling of 
what it means to be in the presence of ‘heavenly royalty’. Over the High Holy Days, our attention 
should be undivided. How will the King of kings react to what He sees? What will He decree? His 
presence should be met by no more than the ‘still small voice’ of introspection and prayer.  
  
Let us utilise this timely opportunity to appreciate Hashem’s presence and to be empowered by 
that awareness to transform our lives for the better.  
  
Valerie and I extend our heartfelt wishes to you all for a happy, peaceful and fulfilling New Year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis 
September 2018 • Tishrei 5779        
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President’s Report 
President’s Report  
by Benjamin Sallon

Time flies like an 
arrow; fruit flies 
like a banana’ 
Groucho Marx 

It has now been proven “Time flies 
when you are having fun!”, or at least 
our perception of it when you’re busy. It 
is something to do with the relationship 
between estimations on ‘prospective 
time’ (before you do something) and 
‘retrospective time’ (after you have 
done it).  The study proves that, if you 
know in advance that you are going to 
have to estimate the time of a task, the 
more attention the task requires, the 
faster time flies......…  

Whilst most people would not associate the 
role of President as ‘fun’ as such, I am proud 
to say little of what I do for the shule is with 
a heavy heart, and even the saddest or most 
difficult moments have clear messages of a 
greater plan from above, from which we can 
only do our best to learn. 

With thanks to Hashem and quite remarkable 
concentric circles of teams around me, this 
year we have already accomplished some 
great landmarks for our amazing kehillah. 
Indeed, we did know what work we had to 
do. We set out to rewrite and pass a new 
Constitution with new Directors, to create 
and deliver on a Rabbinical succession 
plan and launch a building renovation 
and improvement project. These are all 
foundation projects and will all intertwine to 
create a fertile bed for future membership 
and spiritual growth.  

The aim: to make membership of our Shule 
‘relevant’ and ‘inspiring’, thus securing its 
future. 

‘Relevant’, because the life cycle of Jewish 
events, as they present to each of us 
nowadays, does not always mean Jewish 
families turn to their own community 
anymore. Questions such as “How does 
being a member affect my day-to-day work 
life? What life skills should we teach Bar/Bat 
Mitzvah? Do we really expect our children 
to marry Jewish partners?  Is the cost and 
practice of incineration more beneficial 
than a Jewish burial?”..... There are never 
shortages of existential questions about 
how and why we practise as Jews, but is 
H&DHC doing what it can to preserve what 
is unique and special about our heritage? In 
short….we will be looking at how to make 
our Judaism more ‘relevant’ to our members.

And ‘Inspiring’ …because amongst the 
backdrop of developments in technology, 
globalisation and science, religion will 
often come in at a poor last place. But 
with a twist, could it be that, with deeper 
understanding of Hashem’s oneness, there 

is no conflict in being spiritual and worldly? 
Does our community invest in bridging these 
two seemingly opposing world views? How 
do we inspire an entire generation of un-
invested Jewish youth? Is it possible that 
from a modern Jewish perspective, the good 
we already do in the world need not change 
too much, but only be recognised as Jewish 
and we be proud of it? 

Hale Adult Hebrew Education Trust is a most 
precious resource that we have enjoyed 
for some many years. In the light of Rabbi 
Portnoy’s pending Aliyah plans, it is most 
important the lay leadership of the shule 
form a true partnership with the Trust to 
ensure continuity and growth for the years 
ahead. A committee has been formed to do 
just this and we look forward to an open 
and constructive joint approach toward the 
spiritual growth of the community for the 
years ahead.   

It is no coincidence that our Exec, Council and 
indeed the entire rabbinical succession team 
is made up of every type of member - age, 
skillset and religious outlook. Each of you 
who has taken on communal responsibility 
has contributed to various teams that have 
already delivered in buckets. The new 
constitution aims to restate ‘who we are?’ 
and ‘why our community exists?’ We could 
not have found a better way, in my first year, 
to put a stake in the ground to set the scene 
for our new management. 

In former years, the search for a new rabbi 
was a wall that we could not see past. But the 
unique process (RSP) has not only allowed us 
to truly see how remarkable Rabbi Portnoy 
has been for Hale over 30 years, but for the 
first time, to truly give a platform for the 
members to decide on their spiritual leader 
in the years ahead. This has in itself brought 
many members closer to the action, so to 
speak. A particular thanks to Gillian Rowe 
and Rabbi Mark Goldstone for chairing this 
process – we all owe them a debt of thanks 
for the tireless work put into the RSP and the 
exciting result. I also failed to thank Konrad 
Keller and Victoria Rosenberg at the EGM so 
this is a shout out to you both! The whole 
team input was superb.

In the last quarter of this year we plan to 
launch our renovation and improvement 
project for our Shule and new Rabbi’s house. 
With your help, it is our plan to build offices 
on the shule premises for the new Rabbi 
and administration, to improve the Nursery 
provisions by extending the downstairs class 
room and to provide a classroom/meeting 
room for adult education and improved 
kitchen and storage facilities. Each of 
these physical resources will play its part in 
offering the best facilities for our growing 
community in the years ahead. 

All of this has been done whilst we still 
work with Rabbi Portnoy to deliver the very 
highest levels of resource through Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur and the myriad 

of community events during the year. Thank 
you both Rabbi and Ruthie for all you do 
for us and the support, love and selflessness 
shown to make strong future plans in Hale as 
you prepare to leave us. 

I would like to make a special mention of 
the outgoing Trustees who have served the 
shule for so many years. Our dear founders, 
Philip Science & Mark Rubin, past President 
Stephen Cohen and long serving member, 
Francis Greibach: May Hashem bless you and 
your families for the years to come until 120 
years. The community owes you a great deal 
of thanks, and respect and we truly hope you 
will stay close to the action..

A note of appreciation to my amazing Exec 
and Council… It was Gandhi who said “the 
best way to find yourself is to lose yourself 
in the service of others.”  Many of you have 
given countless hours and head space for the 
benefit of our members. It is not a thankless 
task, but I do hope you have found some 
positive feedback and personal growth from 
all you have done.

Of particular mention are David Zucker, 
Jonathan Steinberg, Barry Price, Debbie 
Horne, Adrian Polak – thank you for your 
tireless support.

Finally, little of my volunteering work 
would be without the other half of all I am, 
Michelle. In her own right, I am often inspired 
by the level of devotion and chesed put into 
in communal life. Beyond that, I could not 
possibly find the time or headspace to do 
this holy work without her love and support. 
This is an official ‘Public Show of Affection’ 
for her and all she does for me, Sol, Raf, Liora 
and Tali. 

Sending love out to Mum and Dad and the 
wider family for your wisdom and support in 
my first year – BH so far so good. Knowing 
what we had to achieve did, in fact, make 
the journey faster and I pray that the year 
ahead allows us all to achieve what we set 
out to do this Rosh Hashanah.

Wishing ALL our members, young, not so 
young, men, women and children, the very 
happiest of New Year celebrations and well 
over the Fast.

“Life is flying by. You don’t have 
time to waste another minute 
being negative, offended or bitter. 
If someone did you wrong, get 
over it and move forward.” 

Joel Osteen
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Treasurer’s Report 
Treasurer’s Report by David Zucker

Year-end Accounts
Our Accountant has produced draft 
year-end accounts, and these are now 
being scrutinised, before presenting 
for review and publication. Compared 
to my predecessor’s 2017-18 budget 
which predicted a breakeven before 
depreciation, there will be no major 
surprises. The accounts still have to be 
signed off by the auditor and trustees, 
but I expect to be able to circulate 
these well in advance of the AGM in 
October, both in the format required 
by the Charities Commission, and also 
in a user-friendly format, which will 
hopefully be more understandable for 
the layman. I will also highlight and 
explain any startling anomalies.

Budget and ongoing 
finances
I will be publishing the budget for this 
year, but the finances remain stable, 
albeit with some exceptional costs for 
changing the Constitution and legal 
status of the Shule, and for taking 
us through the process of Rabbinic 
selection. 

We have also completed a building 
survey, which reveals the need for an 
ongoing maintenance programme, and 
we will need to include the provision 
of a sinking fund to ensure money is 
available for essential maintenance 
as the building continues to age. We 
will also need to allow for the cost of 
relocating the Shule offices back into 
the Shule.

So, while our capital position is healthy, 
and will be improved by proceeds 
from the sale of the Rabbi’s house, 
the Shule will continue to struggle to 
get to breakeven when depreciation 
is correctly accounted for, and we 
will continue to be dependent on the 
generous support we receive in the 
form of voluntary levies and other 
donations. And, of course, whilst we 
do have rented accommodation in 
place for the incoming Rabbi, we need 
to consider whether the Shule would 
be better served by investing in a new 
property.

The Executive are also considering 
whether additional investment in 
the Shule would enhance its use, 
and whether the cost of that can be 
justified, and the Executive will be 
presenting their ideas to the members 
in due course.

Database and Debts
The database has now been cleaned 
up, and we completed the year-end 
with almost no recoverable debt 
outstanding. This should make debt 
collection easier from now on, and also 
make it easier to predict and track fee 
income.

Legacy Plan
We now have a Legacy Plan in place, 
and this can be offered to members 
who are struggling with fees.

Burial Fund - 
Actuarial Review
We have now completed this review, 
and unfortunately it has revealed the 
fact that the Burial Fund and the burial 
fees being collected will not meet the 
eventual costs of burial for all eligible 
members.

Therefore, I do envisage a need to raise 
burial fees, and will be presenting the 
figures, and the case for an increase, 
more fully at the AGM.

Nursery
The Nursery pays for all its own costs, 
including specific property costs related 
to its use of our premises. But we do 
not charge a rent, and this represents 
a subsidy to the Nursery. Even on that 
basis, the Nursery struggles to get to 
break-even.

However, we believe the Nursery 
continues to be an important part of 
our attraction as a Shule and should be 
a way of increasing our membership. 
But it is difficult to see it making a 
positive contribution to Shule finances. 
Fees are set at a level approximately in 
line with our competitors, and teacher/
pupil ratios are dictated by law. Whilst 
there are always opportunities to trim 
costs, any significant improvement in 
profitability would require a significant 
increase in pupils, or more sessions 
being taken by current pupils, and we 
are looking to see how we can improve 
our marketing to bring that about.

Hardship cases
Unfortunately, members do fall on 
hard times, and the Shule has always 
taken a sympathetic approach to the 
setting of fees for those members, and 
will continue to do so. However, we 
also have a duty to all our Membership 
to protect our fee income by ensuring 

that we set fees at an appropriate 
level, even for struggling members.

Therefore, where Shule members apply 
to reduce their fees, to ensure we set 
fees at an appropriate level, members 
of our Finance sub-committee will 
meet those members to review 
circumstances, explore options we can 
offer, and set out the support we can 
give, possibly including support from 
our Chesed committee.

Cooperation with 
Bowdon and Sha’are 
Hayim 
I have met with the treasurers of 
both Shules, and we have reached 
agreement that no Shule will take 
on members from another Shule 
where a member leaves a Shule with 
outstanding debts.

New Company 
limited by 
guarantee (CLG) 
Since the new Constitution was passed 
in March, a CLG has been formed, and 
an application has gone to the Charities 
Commission for that Company to be 
given charitable status. We expect 
approval in the next 2-3 months. After 
that, we can begin to move the assets 
of the Shule into the new company, 
and transfer contracts and leases 
across. This will almost certainly take 
place on 31st March 2019, to coincide 
with the financial year-end, and avoid 
having to produce a separate set of 
Accounts for the transfer. My thanks to 
Jeremy Lee, our honorary solicitor, for 
all his help on this project.

Finally, can I again thank Exec and 
Council members, and my finance 
sub-committee, Tony Woolf, Edward 
Cobb, and Maurice Gould for their 
support. And huge thanks to Suzanne, 
Josie, Janet, and the Rabbi, for their 
continuing work in ensuring the 
smooth management of finance and 
coping with the improvement in 
financial reporting and procedures 
that we are trying to bring about.
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Gabbai Rishon 
by Adrian Polak

Having acted as the Gabbai Sheini of Hale 
Shule for a number of years, I recently 
became the Gabbai Rishon. I am delighted 
and very honoured to serve and represent 
our wonderful community on the Hale 
Shule Executive and feel privileged to join 
such an illustrious list of names of those 
Gabbai’im who preceded me.

I took over the role as Senior Warden from 
Jason Zemmel, who had been the Gabbai 
Rishon for over 7 years and is the longest-
serving Gabbai in Hale Shule’s history. I, 
together with the rest of the Executive and 
Council, would like to sincerely thank Jason 
(and Natalie!) for many years of committed 
service and dedication to our Shule and its 
members.

Serving a Jewish community is definitely in 
my blood! My late Grandpa, Rabbi Malcolm 
Malits z”l, was a Rabbi and Minister for over 40 
years. Additionally, I follow in the footsteps of 
4 generations of family members to serve on 
Shule Executives in Liverpool and Southport.

My own experiences have taught me well 
– having led services or acted as Gabbai 
during School Minyanim, Shabbatons, Youth 
Movements, University and over the last 11 
years in Hale.

I am very grateful to be supported by a wider 
Gabbai’ic team including Shlomie Abenson, 
Simon Fine, Michael Rosenthal and Michael 
Rappaport. We work together with Rabbi 
Portnoy, Rabbi Aharon Bloch and the Services 
Committee to deliver daily, Shabbat and Yom 
Tov services which follow Halacha and tradition, 
are both spiritual and educational as well as 
ensuring that they run smoothly, efficiently and 
are approachable for all.

I really enjoy my role and always welcome  
suggestions from the community about how 
we can improve any aspect of the services 
and ‘Shule experience’ for everyone. During 
my tenure as Senior Warden, I would like to 

encourage wider communal engagement and 
participation through various educational and 
practical learning programmes as well as more 
spiritual and mindful services that appeal to 
all our members; young/old, male/female and 
across the religious spectrum.

I would also like to take this opportunity to 
sincerely thank Rabbi Portnoy, Ruthie and the 
whole of the Portnoy family for all their time, 
effort, hard work, guidance and unconditional 
love over the last 31 years in building our 
community into a very special and unique 
Kehilla. They have lit and held the torch for us 
and now it is our duty to carry it forward to 
ensure that Hale continues to grow and thrive 
for many more years to come.

Sarah, Lily, Mia and I wish you and your families 
a k’tivah v’chatimah tovah, l’shanah tovah 
u’metukah! May we all be written and sealed 
for a happy, healthy, successful and sweet  
new year!

Social and Community 
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Shule Office 
Open Monday – Thursday 9.30am to 1.30pm 
General Enquiries 0161 980 8846 
Fax 0161 980 1802 
Email admin@hale-community.org.uk 
Website www.HaleShule.com 

Rabbi Joel Portnoy 
Telephone 0161 980 8846  
Fax 0161 980 1802 
Email rabbi@hale-community.org.uk 

Executive 
President Ben Sallon
Vice President Jonathan Steinberg 
Honorary Secretary Barry Price 
Honorary Treasurer David Zucker 
First Warden Adrian Polak
Second Warden Shlomie Abenson
Ladies’ Representative Debbie Horne

Council 
Jonathan Feingold Warren Ferster
Vicky Rosenberg Richard Rubin
Michelle Sallon Gary Scorah
David Simon Sandra Stewart
Andrew Stone Jon Sussman

Gesher 
Linda Price 07967 731 321
Gillian Rowe 07940 268 857
Candice Dwek 07778 668 515
Natalie Zemmel 07800 950 675
Ian Keller 07850 660 249

Nursery 
Manager – Pauline Newton  0161 903 9486

Kiddushim 
Susan Sallon 0161 903 8710
Email susansallon@gmail.com 

Cultural Committee 
Stephen Lentin 0161 941 1612  

Chevra Kadisha 
Linda & Barry Price 07860 462 007 

South Manchester Mikva 
24 Hours 0161 904 8296 

Hale Trust 
(Adult & Family Education programmes) 
Rabbi Aharon Bloch: 07817 780 193
Elisheva Bloch: 07891 325 364
Email learn@hale-community.org.uk

Social and Community 

NOTABLE DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

September - October /  Ellul-Tishri

Monday 10 September Rosh Hashanah 1

Tuesday   11 September Rosh Hashanah 2

Wednesday                 12 September Fast of Gedaliah

Tuesday 18 September Kol Nidrei

Wednesday 19 September Yom Kippur

Monday 24 September Succot 1

Tuesday    25 September Succot 2

Monday 1 October Shemini Atzeret 

Tuesday 2 October Simchat Torah

December / Kislev

Sunday          2 December Chanukah 1

December / Teves

Tuesday 18  December Fast of Tevet

January / Shevat

Monday 21 January  Tu B’Shvat

March / Adar

Wednesday  20 March Fast of Esther 

Thursday 21 March Purim

April - May/ Nissan - Iyar

Friday   19  April Erev Pesach 

Shabbat 20 April Pesach 1 

Sunday 21 April Pesach 2 

Shabbat 27 April Pesach 7 

Sunday 28 April Pesach 

8Thursday 02 May Yom HaShoah 

Thursday 09 May Yom HaAtzmaut 

Thursday 23 May Lag B’Omer

May / Sivan

Sunday  9 June Shavuot 1 

Monday 10 June Shavuot 2

August / Av

Sunday  21 July Fast of Tammuz 

Shabbat and Sunday  10-11 August Tisha B’Av

September /Ellul

Sunday  29 September Erev Rosh Hashanah
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Louise Burman on the loss of her mother

David Broman on the loss of his father

Rochelle King on the loss of her mother

Pauline Ridgeway on the loss of her father

Gordon Rosenthal on the loss of his mother

David Sallon on the loss of his sister

Thea Patoff on the loss of her sister

Social and Community 

New Members

We would like to welcome those who have joined 
the Hale Community including those who have 

married under our auspices since last  
Rosh Hashanah:

Emily & Coby Benson

Lucy & Marcus Gabbie

Freda Klepper

Robyn & Joshua Lee

Hannah & Jude Silverstone

Esther Wright

Jonathan Wright

S.P.S. has been set up in order to preserve the 
sanctity of Shabbat whilst, at the same time, 
facilitating young mothers to go to shule and 
elsewhere to share Shabbat with family and 
friends.  A non-Jewish child minder can be 
pre-booked to walk with you and push your 
child on Shabbat. Bookings can be made by 
email to sps@haleeruv.co.uk up to 1.00pm on 
Wednesday in any given week.

 A voluntary donation is requested for those 
using this service.

Shabbat Pram & Buggy
Pushing Service 

Shule Service Times

Chayim Arukim 

MINYANIM 
All weekday services are held in the Bet Hamidrash 

Sunday & Bank Holiday Mornings 9.00am 

Monday - Friday Mornings 7.00am 

Sunday - Thursday Evenings 7.30pm 

Shabbat Mornings 9.15am 

Weekday Rosh Chodesh 6.45am 

Sunday Rosh Chodesh 8.45am 

Shabbat Mincha usually takes place 1 hour and 10 
minutes before the termination of Shabbat in the 
Shule, followed by Seudah and Ma’ariv.   

All Shabbat and Shabbat Service times for any 
particular week are published in our weekly 
newsletter and appear on our website www.
haleshule.com 

Please note that, where times announced for the 
commencement of Shabbat in Hale are earlier 
than those printed elsewhere, all members of our 
Congregation should follow the Hale times.

For service times over the Yamim Tovim please refer 
to separate timetable.
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Social and Community 
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Social and Community 

From knowing the playing area of a table-tennis table to the theme tune of Forrest Gump, our wide 
knowledge of the minutiae of life ensured a smash and grab victory for our band of 8 men and 
women from Bowdon shul.

Thanks to Michael Shneck, Barrie Bloom, Darryl Lee,  
the markers and all the Ladies’ Guild for producing such a 
fantastic quiz.

A great evening was had by all and we look forward  
to coming back next year to defend our title.

Team members:

Rachel and Andrew Basger

Paul Basger

Elise and Richard Berman

Duncan Vaughan

Tracy and Jonny Basger

Ladies! Please join us this autumn for an hour or 
two of fitness for mind and body. You’ll be assured 
of a warm welcome. Don’t miss out on the fun  
and camaraderie!

May I take this opportunity to thank Shoshi Elias for 
her time and expertise over the past year to run two 
Pilates classes. We wish her well in her new position 
as Sports Rehabilitator at Altius Healthcare.

See our Poster for full details but to sum up -

Debbie Hilton is re-introducing her popular Monday 
night Dance Class. Places are limited so please 
contact us asap!

Debbie’s Thursday morning class continues.

On Thursday evenings 
we can offer you 
our Southside 
Singing group, with 
Marilyn Blank.

You have to experience 
group singing - an hour 
full of laughter and 
friendship guaranteed. 
If you’ve always 
thought you can’t sing, 
this is the group for 
you!  So come along 
and try us out one 
Thursday evening....

Gillian X

Song and Dance

Hale Shule Quiz Sunday 10th June by Andrew Basger
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Social and Community 

At the start of the 30/40 year of celebrations, Gillian decided 
with the community in mind, to set up a programme of 
events for all to enjoy freely. 

Shoshi Elias taught Pilates until recently when family and work 
commitments became too demanding. Debbie Hilton teaches 2 
sessions of Dance weekly. Mally Blank orchestrates Southside Singers 
every Thursday evening, and last but not least, Hale & District 
Walkers can be seen trooping around the vicinity most days. Women 
of varying ages, interests and backgrounds have now come into 
contact, when previously their paths would not have crossed.

Speaking personally, as a keen walker, I’m now fitter than I’ve ever 
been, have discovered country paths I never knew existed, have met 
so many different women and struck up new friendships. I also ‘sing’ 
- a loose term. I enjoy being amongst ‘The Back Row Singers’ who 
clearly can’t! An inability to sing has become a prerequisite of the 
group. It has not stopped us enjoying Mally’s many stories or belting 
out Beatles favourites, amongst others.

All this is due to Gillian’s foresight and dogged determination in 
setting up these classes in the first place. We all owe her heartfelt 
thanks for giving us all new opportunities to enjoy.

Spotlight on Gillian Cohen by Louise Leinhardt

HALE & DISTRICT 
WALKERS
Our well-established daily walking group welcomes 
all members of our own and the wider community. 
Refresh your body and soul in the leafy woodlands of 
Hale and the surrounding area.

See our main poster for details of our first sponsored 
walk, supporting the JWA.

Gillian Cohen
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Marcelle & Eric Abrahams on the engagement of Adam Gottlieb to Anny Marcus

Gabrielle & Mark Adlestone on the occasion of Tara’s engagement to Raphael Bloom

Elaine & Gerald Adlestone on the occasion of Tara’s engagement to Raphael Bloom

Elisheva & Rabbi Aharon on the birth of a son

Gail & Stephen Cantor on the birth of a grandson

Stephanie & Alexander Cohen on the birth of a daughter

Angela & Anthony Cohen on the birth of a granddaughter

Chana & Maxim Cohen on the birth of a son

Gillian & Stephen Cohen on the birth of a grandson

Trevor Duschenes on the occasion of Zak’s barmitzvah and on the occasion of Talia’s Bat Chayil

Georgina & Jamie Esterkin on the birth of a daughter

Ginette & Nigel Esterkin on the birth of a granddaughter and on the occasion of Alex’s marriage to Emanuelle Lee

Andrea Flax & Jonathan Flax on Rachel’s engagement

Roy & Gail Gabbie on the occasion of Marcus’ marriage to Lucy Kaitcer

Ruth Giness on the birth of a great great-granddaughter

Rabbi Yehoshua and Selina Jacobson on their daughter Bracha’s engagement to Efraim Lichtenstein

Kitty Joseph on Rachel’s engagement

Roy Kaitcer & Susan Kaitcer on the occasion of Lucy’s marriage to Marcus Gabbie

Risa & Zalman Klyne on the occasion of Dubby’s marriage to Judy Showman

Tracey & Jeremy Lee on the occasion of Amy’s marriage to Or Avraham

Sonia Lee on the occasion of Amy’s marriage to Or Avraham

Rita Leigh on the birth of a great-granddaughter

Louise and Yehoshua Lewis on the occasion of Asher Tzvi’s barmitzvah

Jacqueline & Jonathan Mond on the birth of a granddaughter

Muriel Mond on the birth of a great-granddaughter

Jennifer & Laurence Orchant on the birth of a granddaughter

Helyn Orchant on the birth of a great-granddaughter

Rabbi Joel & Ruthie Portnoy on the occasion of Rivki’s marriage to Sam Baum and Menachem’s 
marriage to Abigail Ben-Guira

Michael Rappaport on the birth of a granddaughter

Marnie Riches on the occasion of Adam’s barmitzvah

Laura & Jake Sallon on the birth of a daughter

Susan & David Sallon on the birth of a granddaughter

Gary & Nicola Scorah on the occasion of Talia’s Bat Chayil and on the occasion of Zak’s barmitzvah

Shelley & Peter Stoll on the birth of a grandson

Liz Taylor on the birth of a granddaughter

Ruth & Raymond Taube on the birth of a granddaughter

Irene Varley on the birth of a grandson

Natalie & Jason Zemmel on the occasion of Ben’s engagement to Rutti Rudich

Social and Community 

We apologise if we have inadvertently omitted anybody from our Mazal Tov list. 
We will always be delighted to share your good news. Please contact the shule office.

Mazal Tov
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Social and Community 

www.hibberthomes.com
175 Ashley Road, Hale, Altrincham,  WA15 9SD

Sales 0161 929 6922   •   Lettings 0161 928 9355

e  info@hibberthomes.com

* Terms and conditions apply

We make it personal.

The service that we received from  
Hibbert Homes was truly exceptional. 
Viewings were never a problem and 
always done by the directors, which 

meant that potential buyers were able 
to ask questions of the people who 

really understood our property. I could 
not recommend Hibbert Homes highly 

enough and really appreciated the efforts  
that Will, Adrian, and the team put in.

Absolutely fantastic service, sold my 
house within one day – easy to get hold of 
and extremely personal. I wouldn’t hesitate 
to recommend Hibbert Homes to anyone.

Quote 
GESHER 

 for

10% OFF
FEES

*

53173 HH New A4 Ad.indd   1 13/08/2018   13:54
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Social and Community 
We are delighted to announce that this year’s 
Chatanim are Craig Lewis, Chatan Torah and Ian 
Keller, Chatan Bereishit.

We wish them 
and their families 
Mazaltov. Please join 
our Chatanim over 
Yom Tov to celebrate. 
Simchat Torah this 
year takes place 
Monday 1st - Tuesday 
2nd October.

A little about Craig:

Craig was born and brought 
up in Sunnybank in North 
Manchester and attended 

King David in the bad old days. He met Rebecca in London 
after he had finished his engineering degree in Southampton 
and they moved to Manchester when they married in 1999.

Having married into the Sallon family, life is rarely quiet or 
uneventful for Craig but on the odd night off he likes to play 
one of his many guitars and has been working on improving 
his sight-reading over the last few months in order to keep up 
with his accomplished musician children, Noah, Ava and Jonah 
who all learn the piano with their Nana and also love singing.

Craig has always loved being in shule and aims to be part of 
the morning minyan whenever he is in Hale. When not at 
work, he can often be found prodding, bribing and pleading 
with his children to climb Welsh mountains or listening  
to music.

And a message from Ian:

Vivienne and I moved to Hale from Cheadle in 1975 when 
there was no Synagogue. We went to Philip Taylor’s home for 
Shabbat service. My father was a founding member of the Sale 
Synagogue and wanted me to do the same here in Hale but I 
was young and building a business which meant much time 
abroad. However, when here our Friday nights were always 
very special with both our mothers, albeit from different 
cultures, vying for space for their wonderful platters of food.

We were blessed with 3 boys who have given us so much fun 
with the occasional scares and who are all married with young 
growing families. We are lucky to have such a beautiful Shule 
with a Rabbi & Rebbetzen who have brought the community 
along this journey to where we are today and a new, young 
Rabbi & Rebbetzen taking the vibrant Hale community onto 
the next leg of our story.

As Vivienne and I have become older we feel we should pay 
back to the community which enabled us to enjoy a traditional 
environment for our family. I would especially like to recognise 
the community who gave my family and me tremendous 
support after my bad accident in May 2017.

Hale and the surrounding area is fortunate to have beautiful 
parks and for me a terrific golf course, so all in all what more 
could I possibly need?

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon with 
the same products, prices, and shopping features as  
Amazon.com.

The difference is that when you shop on AmazonSmile, 
the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the 
purchase price of eligible products to the charitable 
organisation of your choice.

The even better news is that Hale & District Hebrew 
Congregation is now registered with AmazonSmile.

So when you next shop on Amazon (and we believe you all 
do this rather a lot!!) please access via www.smile.amazon.
co.uk   nominate Hale & District Hebrew Congregation and 
then simply carry on shopping. It doesn’t cost you anything 
but the Shule will benefit £££££££

A ‘win win’ for everyone.
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Social and Community 

It is now over a decade since Rabbi 
Portnoy first approached us to 
take over the responsibility of 
showing interested groups round 
our beautiful Shule.

This has gone from strength to strength 
and we have even won an award for 
“building bridges” in the interfaith 
community which was a lovely surprise.

Since we started, hundreds of people 
have been shown round the Shule. 
These include school groups, scout 
groups, the Ladies’ Chapter of the local 
Anglican Church and the Altrincham 
Interfaith Group. 

We have changed our tours over 
the years. Initially we talked about 
our Services and the structure and 
“decorations” in the building. Now we 
cover all aspects of Judaism. We bring 
in from home our Friday Night becher, 
Kiddush wine, 2 challot, our challot 
cloth, our candlesticks and Havdalah 
candles and spices. With these items 
we try to explain the importance of 
Shabbat in the Jewish week.

Many of our schools now include a 
visit to our Shule in their programme 
and do so on an annual basis as part of 
their curriculum. One such school is St 
Ambrose, the local boys’ school.

This year St Ambrose brought with 
them their Marketing and Publicity 
Officer as they wanted to write an 
article about our tours for their own 
school magazine and the local press. 

“St Ambrose College students were 
given a masterclass in the fundamental 
principles of Judaism when they visited 
the Hale Synagogue.

As part of the 
Catholic grammar 
school’s objective 
to understand and 
embrace the beliefs 
and values of other 
faiths, in the last 
weeks of term boys 
visit a synagogue, a 
mosque and a Sikh 
temple to learn from 
their elders.

At the Shay Lane 
S y n a g o g u e , 
established over 40 
years ago, they met 
one of the founders, 
Sonia Lee, and award-
winning educator, 
Anne Rosenfield, 

who has been honoured for her 
work ‘building bridges’ in the local 
community.

Anne, who together with her husband, 
Harvey, run the synagogue tours, said: 
“We love meeting pupils from local 
schools and first give a brief synopsis of 
the synagogue’s history and our culture 
and customs: We explain how all 
Jewish people throughout the world, 
when praying, always face towards 
Jerusalem. The Hale Synagogue has 
one side decorated with stone from 
Jerusalem to remind the congregation 
of this. We explain why we eat in the 
Kashrut style, what we wear and, 
of course, what we believe and our 
history.”

Anne added: “However, each session 
is led by the pupils and their questions 
and what they want to know 
about Judaism.”

Sonia Lee, who is one 
of the members of the 
Hale and District Hebrew 
Congregation, which now 
numbers 650, added: “It’s 
always important to learn 
from one another and be 
open and accepting and we 
believe the school visits are 
an important element of the 
Congregation’s rich life.”

St Ambrose College’s 
Religious Education teacher, 
Marika Richardson, who 
coordinates their interfaith 
programme, said: “Anne 
and Sonia are two of Hale 

Barns’ most wonderful and colourful 
characters who convey both the joy 
and commitment to God of local 
Jewish people to an audience eager to 
listen and learn.”

Needless  to say we were both very 
pleased that St Ambrose find our tours 
so enjoyable. They were one of the 
first schools to visit us and they come 
back every year.

It is not easy running a tour for 150 
school children and  we are often asked 
why we continue to do these tours. 
The answer is a simple one......we 
live in the Diaspora and while we do 
so we believe it important  to keep up 
good communications and a dialogue 
with the wider local  community. If 
our visitors see that we are just like 
them, albeit with a different religion, 
then when these children grow up and 
become adults they are less likely to be 
anti-semitic.

We would like to conclude by thanking 
the following people, without whose 
help our tours would not have been 
possible: Suzanne and Josie in the 
Shule Office, Pauline and her staff 
in our Nursery, Michelle Sallon and 
Jennifer Zucker of our Ladies’ Guild, 
Mike, our Caretaker, and Paul, our 
Security Guard. We also thank Sonia 
Lee and Adrienne Paul who, from time 
to time, have helped us out when one 
of us has been unavailable or when we 
have had a particularly large tour.

Hale Synagogue Tours by Anne and Harvey Rosenfield

Sonia Lee and Anne Rosenfield with pupils from St Ambrose
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Social and Community 

It is often difficult for your Chevra Kadisha to 
arrange a Leviah, given that so many of our 
members can be away or unavailable.

This therefore requires a real depth of knowledge 
and ability throughout our membership so that many 
people can be capable of performing every task. Sadly, 
when my dad, Eddie Price z”l passed away in December, 
I was not allowed to be involved in the mitzvah of his 
kevurah and had to simply let the rest of the Chevra 
Kadisha take over and manage things without Linda’s 
and my own involvement. So I can now give my own 
personal reference. Your Chevra Kadisha is truly 
amazing and I now have a much better understanding 
why we are the envy of most communities throughout 
the UK. 

I am pleased to advise that our refurbishment work 
in the Ohel is now complete and our thanks go to 
the Shule member whose generosity has made this 
possible. The next phase of work has hopefully (by the 

time you read this) started. This is the development 
of the land immediately behind our plot which will 
be used by Trafford Council and will include a section 
for Jewish burials. These plots will be offered to the 
wider South Manchester Jewish communities given 
that space in Southern Cemetery is fast running out. 
Don’t be alarmed. We have our own plot so won’t be 
involved with this new land acquisition.

I always use this opportunity in Gesher to ask you to 
consider speaking with Linda or me to see if or how 
you could get involved with the Chevra Kadisha. 

It is especially appropriate at this time of 
year as we approach Yom Kippur, for us all 
to take on a new commitment in Chesed. 
So please get in touch on 07860 462007.

Linda & I wish you Shana Tova – a Healthy & Happy 
New Year and well over the Fast.

Chevra Kadisha - Barry Price

Having been involved with the North West Region of 
the League of Jewish Women for many, many years 
and knowing we are due to celebrate our 75th year 
in 2019, I was thrilled to have been chosen, along 
with eleven other League volunteers from around 
the UK and following London’s celebration this 
year, to represent the north west at the Queen’s 
Garden Party in May. 

Being involved with this amazing organisation.....
walking into hospitals, hospices, schools to visit 
holocaust survivors and read with children, 
reminiscing with elderly people and listening to 
their incredible stories, bereavement counselling, 
hand care for mothers looking after their children 
in the cancer unit in the children’s hospital and 
many more interesting and rewarding voluntary 
work in the wider community of Manchester.........
this is extremely humbling, and at the same time 
we represent the women of our Jewish community 
wearing our badges and doing great PR work in a 
time when there is so much antisemitism, holding 
our heads high and caring for all people no matter 
what faith or colour.

Finally, thank you to our Lads who also carry out 
wonderful voluntary work.

Angella, Hon Life President 

League of Jewish Women  
by Angella Carne

Mazaltov to Angella clearly enjoying the Queen’s Garden 
Party with some of the other honoured LJW representatives. 
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Social and Community 

Simon Taylor &
Danny Lopian

are delighted to support 
Hale Synagogue 

Gesher Magazine. 

Contact us for more information:

0161 834 8877
info@reichinsurance.co.uk
www.reichinsurance.co.uk

Reich Group is a Trading style of Reich Brokers, Reich Insurance 
Brokers Ltd, Reich Chestnut Ltd and Reich Healthcare Ltd who are 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Business
Insurance

Private
Clients

Healthcare
Insurance

Life
Assurance

Gesher Mag 180x260 0917 v2.indd   1 06/09/2017   15:30
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Social and Community 

Simon Taylor &
Danny Lopian

are delighted to support 
Hale Synagogue 

Gesher Magazine. 

Contact us for more information:

0161 834 8877
info@reichinsurance.co.uk
www.reichinsurance.co.uk

Reich Group is a Trading style of Reich Brokers, Reich Insurance 
Brokers Ltd, Reich Chestnut Ltd and Reich Healthcare Ltd who are 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Social and Community 

Why are two days of Rosh Hashanah 
celebrated in Israel when usually 
only one day of each Yom Tov is 
celebrated there?

When the Temple stood in Jerusalem, 
witnesses would report to the 
Sanhedrin when they saw the new 
moon in the sky and messengers 
would be despatched to announce 
the new month. It could take several 
days for the messengers to reach 
Jewish communities outside Israel, 
creating uncertainty over the exact 
day that any Yom Tov in that month 
should start. (Interestingly the 
Muslims continue to use a similar 
system today for declaring the start 
of Ramadan). Communities outside 
Israel took on the custom to keep two 
days for each Yom Tov and, despite 
having a fixed calendar today, this 
minhag remains binding on us all. 
Because Rosh Hashanah falls on the 
first day of the month of Tishrei, 
the messengers did not always 
manage to communicate the new 
month even to communities around 
Israel, so they took on keeping 
two days Rosh Hashanah, and that 
minhag remains binding in Israel  
even today.

Why do we say a Shehecheyanu 
bracha on the second night of 
Rosh Hashanah as well as the 
first night, which we don’t do 
on any other second night of  
Yom Tov?

As explained in my first answer, 
Rosh Hashanah is different from 
other Yamim Tovim. Each of the two 
days was defined as a separate Yom 
Tov, because each of them could 
theoretically have been the first 
day of Tishrei. This has a few small 
halachic implications, including the 
fact that we say the Shechecheyanu 
bracha – the blessing to celebrate all 
new things – when we light the Yom 
Tov candles or say Kiddush on both 
the first and second night of Rosh 
Hashanah.

Why do we choose apples as 
opposed to any other sweet fruit to 
dip in honey on Rosh Hashanah to 
symbolise a sweet new year?

Rosh Hashanah always falls in the 
autumn, so this food minhag, like 
many others, is influenced by what 
fruits were widely available in that 
season in the areas where Jewish 
communities settled. I have heard 
explanations based on apples having 
a short shelf-life, whereas honey 
stays edible for a long time, but 
that could be applied to many fruits. 
Some people say that the first sin 
was connected to the apple in the 
Garden of Eden, but actually our 
Jewish commentators understand 
that the tree from which Chava 
picked the forbidden fruit was more 
likely an etrog or a pomegranate, 
and not an apple tree as depicted by 
Renaissance artists!

The Hale community is blessed with 
an amazing Chevra Kadisha (burial 
society) and I would like to know 
more about what they do and how I 
can get involved?

Chevra Kadisha means ‘holy 
brotherhood’ and we have a very 
strong group of holy brothers and 
sisters who dedicate their time to 
helping prepare members of the 
kehilla  for their last journey. It is a 
huge mitzvah, not just because it 
is so challenging but also because 
those who have passed away cannot 
thank us for performing these acts  
of kindness. 

They can be called day or night 
and asked to sit with a body at the 
hospital or in the family home, so 
that it is not left alone, and some 
of them also wash and prepare 
the body for burial (tahara). It is 
traditional for the members of 
the Chevra Kadisha to meet for a 
special seudah (meal) on 7th Adar 
- the yartzheit of Moshe Rabeinu, 
because we understand that Hashem 
Himself prepared Moshe for burial.  
Members also fast on that day to 
repent for any mistakes that they 
may have made in their holy work. 
Should you wish to become involved 
in this special mitzvah I am sure 
Linda or Barry Price would love to 
hear from you. 

Do you have a relatively succinct 
answer that I can give to my non-
Jewish friends and colleagues (and 
some Jewish friends!) to explain 
why and how Jews believe the Torah 
was given to us by Hashem himself?

Explaining Jewish concepts to friends 
and colleagues, whether Jewish or 
non-Jewish, starts with obtaining 
a good and reliable translation of 
the Torah. Unfortunately many 
misunderstandings have arisen 
throughout history because of 
inaccurate non-Jewish translations 
of our holy text. We believe that the 
Torah was given at Har Sinai to the 
entire Jewish people. Our proof is 
that not only do we have a clear and 
detailed account of what happened 
in the Torah (Shemot Chapter 19), 
but the story has been passed down 
through the generations until today 
through our oral tradition. 600,000 
adult males, and a corresponding 
number of women and children, 
witnessed this event, as well as the 
crossing of the Red Sea and the other 
miracles described in the Torah, and 
nowhere do we find contradictory 
accounts or allegations that the 
Torah account is untrue. 

Rabbi Joel Portnoy
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Dear Ladies

Thank you to so many of you for your continued support 
over several years for ‘Feed A Family’.

You may remember that initially the Charity was only an 
Israeli Charity and did not have UK Charity Status.  Joy Wolfe 
MBE worked very hard to change the situation and we have 
continued to work side by side to raise much needed funds 
for the Victims of Arab Terror.  Many of you reading this 
will have been to visit the organisation in Jerusalem on a 
Thursday morning and will have packed food yourselves - if 
you haven’t please do give it a  try,  if you are fortunate 
enough to be in Israel on any Thursday morning.  

As I prepare to leave Hale next year, one of my deepest 
desires is that the Charity continues to get the monthly  
support from all the wonderful Hale (and beyond) Ladies.  

Sara Crammer (the co-signatory of our account) and I met 
recently to decide the best way  forward.  Now that the 
Charity is UK registered we are asking that you contact your 
bank (on line banking is definitely the easiest and quickest 
way) and stop your Standing Order to ‘Feed A Family’ and 
at the same time transfer it to the account below.  Perhaps if 
you were paying £5 monthly you may choose  to increase it 
to £10  but even £5 is a wonderful and worthwhile  gift. This 
new way will avoid any bank costs to the Charity and in due 
course Leonard Kaufman, the UK Treasurer, will also send 
you a Gift Aid Form which will make an enormous addition 
to the monthly funds should you be able and willing to  
do so.

On a personal note this would mean so much to me, as 
would meeting you in Jerusalem for Food Packing any 
Thursday morning!

Thank you also to Ruth Benson who has agreed to work 
alongside Sara Crammer to continue to raise awareness 
and funds for OMB. Ruth will  also will be happy to provide 
you with Greeting/Dinner Cards should you wish to make a 
donation rather than take someone a gift, or help celebrate 
a happy occasion.  

With much love and appreciation for your continued  

support, Ruthie.

It is the start of a new term for our School Leavers and we wish them all every success in the next stage of their 
educational journey. 

The Nursery children are very excited to be learning their Rosh Hashanah songs, baking honey cake and generally 
having a good time.

We would welcome any new parents who would like to look around the Nursery, to show them our wonderful 
homely environment and friendly staff, who will ensure the best possible care for their loved ones.

Wishing you all a happy, healthy and sweet New Year.

Le Shana Tova.

From Pauline, Kat and all of the Nursery Team.

Hale Shule Nursery

Social and Community 
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The new Continental GT.
Be Extraordinary.
Discover unmatched design, craftsmanship and technology at Manchester.BentleyMotors.com/Continental

The new Continental GT fuel consumption – EU Drive Cycle in mpg (l/100 km): Urban 16.0 (17.7);
Extra Urban 31.7 (8.9); Combined 23.2 (12.2). CO2 Emissions 278 g/km.

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks.  
© 2017 Bentley Motors Limited. Model shown: Continental GT. BENTLEY MANCHESTER
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Adult Education 

Rosh Hashanah approaches, 
another year has passed and a new 
one coming. At this point we are 
quite simply instructed to reflect 
and plan ahead. 

As Directors of Education, Elisheva 
and I together with you all, can look 
back on the year 5778 with pride – a 
year in which new programmes have 
been initiated and old ones retained. 

Let us share some highlights:

• Babies and Bagels, both midweek 
and Shabbat has become a must 
for South Manchester  mothers 
with babies and nursery aged 
children.  It has been a fantastic 
bonding experience and a great 
way to bring young families to 
Shule.

•  Our One 2 One Partners in Torah 
learning program is enthusiastically 
attended by almost 70 members 
of our kehilla on a weekly basis. 
Men and women with a broad 
cross section of both observance 
and academic standards enjoy this 
growing facility.

•  Café Tefillah is now an accepted 
alternative feature of the 
Shabbat Shule experience. This 
Jewish discussion group in the 

Bet Midrash has enhanced our 
understanding and connection to 
some of the most fundamental 
and challenging aspects of our 
lives. 

• We are delighted to announce 
that the popular Sunday Big 
breakfasts will be more frequent 
P-G throughout the coming 
year. We have some sensational 
international guests already  
lined up...

 So, we will not rest on our laurels 
just yet however, as we have a new 
year with new programs!

Now to the new…

• Following the success of Partners 
in Torah, we are thrilled to 
announce the ‘Know Aleph - Share 
Aleph’ program. This will give you 
the opportunity to teach or learn 
with your friend in any area of 
Torah you choose. You may want 
to share your knowledge with a 
companion or perhaps just want 
to research and learn a whole 
new topic that you’ve never 
thought of or learnt about before. 
This is an opportunity to share 
your enthusiasm and interest in 
learning with your family and 
friends without needing to be 
spoon fed. Of course, we will be 
there to assist you with finding the 
right learning material, explaining 
and answering any questions that 
may arise before, during or after 
the learning session.

 We believe this is a great 
alternative way to do some weekly 
learning - we hope you grab the 
opportunity.

• Finally, as Rosh Hashanah and Yom 
Kippur approach, you will have 
heard about our series of classes in 
people’s homes going through the 
machzor, so when Rosh Hashanah 
comes we can appreciate fully 
what is going on in Shule and have 
the knowledge to enable us to tap 
into the real meaning and essence 
of these auspicious days. 

Wishing you all a K’tiva V’Chatima 
Tova 

Aharon and Elisheva
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Adult Education 

Know Aleph Share Aleph
A Groundbreaking Initiative

Share the Passion and Interest 
in Torah Learning with your friends 

in your own way

For details and guidance, 
Contact R’ Aharon 07817 780 193 or

learn@hale-community.org.uk
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Adult Education 

Born in Washington, D.C. Rabbi Lazer Brody moved to Israel in 1970. 
After nearly two decades serving in the IDF in regular and reserve Army 
combat units, he is now a much sought-after spiritual guide, life coach and 
certified health coach.

He is the author of the Trail to Tranquility, Six Days To The Top, and many other 
books in Hebrew and English, the English-language editor of Israel’s highly 
popular Breslev website, and maintains the award-winning web journal, 
“Lazer Beams”.

Children - free of charge
Créche and children’s facilities 
will be available during the talk

d”sb

Sunday 16th September
10.00am-11.15am

Hale Shule, Shay Lane, WA15 8NZ

BREAKFAST
THE

with Guest Speaker 
Rabbi Lazer Brody

Popular Author, Life Coach & Spiritual Guide

£7.50 per Adult
BOOKING ESSENTIAL

R’ Aharon & Elisheva
07817 780 193

learn@hale-community.org.uk

TESHUVA ANDEMUNAH
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Adult Education 

Almost all Adult and Family Education in Hale is provided in partnership with the Hale Adult Hebrew 
Education Trust.

Founded in the year 2000, the Hale Adult  Trust (HAHET) is an independent charitable trust funded 
exclusively by donations with the sole mission of providing a range of resources, promoting Orthodox 
Jewish Education for families in the Hale area. 

HAHET offers a diverse range of activities which cover regular learning either on a one-to-one basis 
or regular Shiurim, Children and Youth programmes, and Educational overseas programmes. Beyond 
formal learning activities, HAHET ensures that people can experience the joy of Jewish life by sup-
porting events and activities for Shabbat and Chagim.

We thank those generous individuals who help fund our activities, and ensure that everyone regard-
less of age, religious level or location has the opportunity to learn about and embrace everything that 
Orthodox Judaism has to offer.

Our current core activities include:

Engagement of Education Director Rabbinic Couple – currently Rabbi Aharon & Elisheva Bloch

Educational Programmes for Adults:

• Partners in Torah - one to one learning
• Regular Shiurim - live and video link programmes
• Keynote Lecturers, Mini Seminars 
•  Events around Chagim
• Bet Hamidrash Library and Resources
• Poland programmes
• Publications

Wishing the Entire Community Shanah Tovah

A Happy, Healthy and Sweet New Year

Educational Provision For Children:

•   Nursery Jewish Studies Curriculum 
•   Babies & Bagels
•   Hale & Bowdon Cheder
•   Aleph Bet Programme
•   Barmitzvah / Bat Chayil Programme
•   Parent & Child Learning

From All At The 

Hale Adult Hebrew Education Trust
- Providing Educational Resources 

for the Community
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Master Your Machzor
A choice of home-based classes by Rabbi Aharon, 

at your convenience,
aimed at simplifying and clarifying 
our understanding of the Machzor, 

in preparation for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.

For more details, contact Rabbi Aharon
07817 780 193 or learn@hale-community.org.uk

c,,qa

Adult Education 
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Adult Education 
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Shelley & 
Peter Stoll

A thank you for
your support from the 

Hale Community

Wishing all the 
community a happy 
new year and well  

over the fast
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This past World Cup of Summer 2018 
really was England’s best performance and 
chance of victory for many years. Although 
we didn’t make it through all the way to 
the final, those feelings of exhilaration and 
excitement as England stormed through 
the different rounds was palpable all 
over the country and definitely improved 
its mood! Those feelings of sheer ecstasy 
when we beat Sweden, then heartbreak 
when we lost to Croatia, are still pounding 
in our hearts even now. All in all, it was 
a great World Cup with some wonderful 
football played all round.

In fact, not only did WE enjoy the World 
Cup, but over 3 billion people enjoyed it 
with us. Yes! Over 3 billion people followed 
the World Cup around the globe. That is 
quite a staggering figure when we consider 
that there are only 8 billion people in the 
world, many of whom don’t even have 
access to a television set or the internet. 

And it isn’t only the World Cup that 
interests people - every week millions 
upon millions of people follow the various 
football matches around the world. The 
Premier League, La Liga and all the other 
hundreds of leagues across the globe that 
have dedicated, loyal fans cheering them 
on week after week. Football is truly a well-
loved sport universally.

Yet, it doesn’t stop there. Bill Shankly, a 
successful Liverpool manager of the 1970s, 
once famously said, ”Some people think 
football is a matter of life and death. I 
don’t like that attitude. I can assure 
them it is much more serious than 
that.” And statistics have shown that 
football is, indeed, at least a matter 
of life and death, with every year, 
people committing suicide upon 
their teams failing. For example, in 
1994, when Diego Maradona was 
banned from the World Cup, about 
a hundred Argentinian fans in 
Bangladesh killed themselves. And, 
more famously, Amelia Balanos shot 
herself in the heart with her dad’s 
pistol in June 1969, when Honduras 
beat El Salvador. Some people don’t 
just love football, it is their everything.  
And they are willing to die for it.

The question is - why? What is so great 
about football? Why do we love it so much 
and why, indeed, is it a reason for people 
to kill themselves over it? Have you ever 
asked yourselves that question? Why do we 
spend hours talking about football, watching 
football, playing football, checking BBC Sport 
online, watching Match of the Day, discussing 
transfers? What is going on? At the end of 
the day, all this drama which is worth billions 
of pounds is literally about a ball being kicked 
around a patch of grass? What is so great 
about football? Of course, this question isn’t 
necessarily limited to just football - why do 
people love any sport - tennis, cricket, golf? 
What is so great about them?

To answer this question, we are going to 
be touching the deepest points of our 
existence. We are going to be delving 
into ideas that really discuss the very 
fabric of who we are as human beings. By 
understanding our love for football, we 
will, in fact, come to understand so much 
about ourselves and our thoughts in ways 
you may never have considered before.  

So let’s begin. I asked why do we love 
football? Let us consider another question. 
Why do we like anything? What makes us 
get up in the morning? What makes us do 
things and not just remain inactive all day?

The answer is that most things are done 
because they make you happy or at least, 
satisfied. Take, for example, eating. On a 
basic level, you eat because you are hungry, 
and so eating fills you up and makes you 
satisfied. Why do we work, go out, go to 
sleep, go to the toilet, have relationships 

- why do we do almost anything? Because 
it fulfils a need of one form or another 
which in turn leads to satisfaction, which 
leads to enjoyment, and therefore a level of 
happiness. On the other hand, we often do 
the things we don’t always enjoy because we 
know that if we don’t do them, this will lead 
to unhappiness. We may not always enjoy 
doing homework but if we don’t do it, our 
teachers may shout at us and that will not 
make us happy. Our parents may not always 
enjoy working or cooking or cleaning but if 
they do not do these things they may then 
experience financial struggles or hunger or 
illness which may lead to unhappiness for 

all the family. So, the pursuit of happiness, 
in its various forms, is a huge reason for 

our existence.

So, if we do everything because it 
may make us happy, then we must 
also love football because it makes 
us happy. Yet our extreme love of 
football must mean that it makes us 
extremely happy. Going to the toilet 
makes us “happy”, yet we don’t see 
billions of people discussing going 
to the toilet on Twitter, Facebook or 
BBC News like we do with football. 

So what is this extreme happiness that 
football makes so many of us feel? And, 

if we do everything because it makes us 
happy, then, we must ask ourselves, what 

exactly is happiness? What does it mean 
to be truly happy? Is happiness our latest 
purchase on the internet? Is it being the last 
man standing at Fortnite? Is it having ice 
cream? Is it really when England wins the 
World Cup?

No. Happiness means something deeper 
and far more important. Real happiness is 
what you experience when you are doing 
what you should be doing. When you are 
doing exactly what you should be doing to 
fulfil your true goal in life. After passing an 
exam, we can feel great - much better than 
having a nice meal, even though both may 
make us feel happy, because when you have 
passed an exam which you have worked 
hard for, you feel you have achieved 
something. 

36

It’s Coming Home by Ben Zemmel
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You have completed something towards 
your purpose. And, on a grander scale, 
relationships with other people can make 
us truly happy. When you get married, for 
example, you may feel as though you have 
arrived - you have reached a major point in 
your life’s destination. Reaching life’s big 
goals makes you really happy. Everyone will 
have different goals and so different things 
make us all happy. When a sibling is born or 
a cousin becomes bar mitzvah for example - 
these things make us truly happy. 

So we have understood that when we really 
achieve something, this is the ultimate 
happiness, and all other happiness is really 
just a miniature experience of this.

And now we return to football. If we 
consider deeply what a game is, we can 
define it as something which is played 
entirely for its own sake. That is to say, the 
game is its own mini-world with its own 
rules and success outside of the real world. 
Nothing in the game of football truly affects 
anything outside of the world of the game 
of football. In fact, if we take the word game 
or play in Hebrew “Sha’ashua” it literally 
means “turning towards itself” - movement 
within and towards itself entirely, exactly 
what a game is! Thus football, being a 
game, creates a self-contained world, with 
its own rules, its own achievements and its 
own purpose. It is, in effect, like another 
mini-existence.

With this in mind, we can understand 
happiness in the real world. People want 
to be happy, that’s why we do everything. 
And ultimate happiness is working towards 
a goal, achieving your purpose. Yet the real 
world is hard - much harder than a game 
of football. To achieve your real goal, your 
neshama’s goal, is really very difficult.  
It means keeping the Torah, doing mitzvos 
and perfecting your middos. All very  
hard stuff.

So, we replace the true goal, the true 
purpose, with a game. With a mini-world. 
A mini-purpose. A self-contained purpose 
where it is so much easier to achieve things. 
To achieve that taste of true happiness. That 
really is the world’s obsession with sport. A 
connection to that feeling of achievement, 
of arriving at your purpose. And my team’s 
goal, is my goal, is my success. And it really 
makes me truly happy. Enough for me to 
scream and shout and feel so connected 
when my team wins. And for some, enough 
despair that they kill themselves when 
they feel their purpose is lost when their  
team loses.

Therefore, we have seen that love of 
football is really the desire to be connected 
to that ultimate happiness of achieving 
something. And I can tell you that when 
City beat United to the title in 2012 with 
Aguero’s last minute goal, I felt amazing! 
I felt like we had made history, like we had 

arrived at our goal. We had finally achieved 
something!

Now, I am not telling you not to watch 
football. In fact, far from it, I think it’s great 
and I follow it myself. However, at the end 
of the day, it is just a game. The reason why 
we all like it and get excited by it, is because 
we are getting a “taste” at this feeling of 
achievement - of this ultimate happiness. 
Imagine the feeling of real happiness, of 
real achievement. Not the “game” but the 
real reason Hashem put you on this earth. 
Just imagine how real and special that feels.

Every time you are following your team  
and they are winning, you feel connected to 
them. We must realise that this is a feeling 
of deep happiness and enjoyment that 
should serve as a reminder to the ultimate 
feeling you should have as your reach your 
own potential achievements. And may 
everyone be granted the fulfilment of their 
own purpose in life and experience true 
happiness.
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Gillian Cohen FLCM

“be the very best version of you -  

perfect your communication skills:  

voice, speech and non-verbal language”

m: 07785 270044

w: www.gilliancohenflcm.com

e: voiceconnect1@aol.com

Voice Coach

KADDISH IN FRANCE
There used to be a joke in Paris: 
“Question: What’s the difference 
between the Cardinal of France and 
the Chief Rabbi of Paris?” “Answer: 
The Cardinal speaks Yiddish!”

Cardinal Jean-Marie Lustiger died 
in August 2007. He was born 17th 
September 1926 to Polish parents who 
ran a dress shop in Paris. When the 
German army marched into their city, his 
parents sent him and his sister into hiding 
with a Catholic 
family in Orléans. 
Their mother 
was captured 
and sent to 
Auschwitz.

In 1999, as 
Cardinal of Paris, Jean-Marie Lustiger 
took part in reading of the names of 
France’s Day of Remembrance of Jews 
who had been deported and murdered. 
He came to the name of Giselle Lustiger, 
paused, teared up and said, “My Mama!” 
The effect in France during a time of 
revived anti-Semitism was electric.

He was just 13 and in hiding when he 
converted to Catholicism. “...not to escape 

the Nazis”, he always said, “because no 
Jew could escape by conversion”, and 
“not of trauma”, he said. Among his 
most controversial observation:

“I was born Jewish and so I remain, even 
if that is unacceptable for many. For me, 
the vocation of Israel is bringing light 
to the goyim. That is my hope and I 
believe that Christianity is the means for 
achieving it.”

There were a great number of Rabbis 
who considered his conversion a betrayal, 
especially after so many European 
Jews so narrowly escaped extinction. 
Cardinal Lustiger replied, “To say that I 
am no longer a Jew is like denying my 
father and mother, my grandfathers 
and grandmothers. I am as Jewish as 
all other members of my family that 
were butchered in Auschwitz and other 
camps.”

He confessed to a biographer that he had 
a spiritual crisis in the 1970s provoked 
by persistent anti-Semitism in France. 
He studied Hebrew and considered 
emigrating. He said, “I thought that I 
had finished what I had to do here and 
I might find new meaning in Israel.” But 
just at that time the Pope appointed him 
Bishop of Orléans. He found purpose in 

the plight of immigrant workers. Then he 
was elevated Cardinal, the Archbishop of 
Paris.

Jean-Marie Lustiger was close to the Pope. 
They shared a doctrinal conservatism. He 
also battled bigotry and totalitarianism. 
For years, Cardinal Lustiger’s name was 
among those who was considered to 
succeed John Paul. Without putting 
himself forth, the Cardinal joked that 
few things would bedevil bigots more 
than a Jewish Pope. “They don’t like to 
admit it, but what Christians believe, 
they got through Jews.”

The funeral for Cardinal Lustiger began 
at Nôtre Dame Cathedral with the 
chanting of Kaddish. 

Sometimes there are profound 
inconsistencies in our world...
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by Suzy Glaskie,
Functional Medicine Certified Health Coach and 
founder of Peppermint Wellness.

I recently heard about a man who employed 
someone to slap him round the face every time 
he ate something unhealthy.  Now, ‘each to 
their own’ is what I always say…but let’s just 
say that this is pretty far removed from my own 
approach to supporting people back to health.

Many of us have lost so much faith in our own 
abilities that we believe the only way to break 
out of our habits is to have someone monitoring 
every single thing we eat, looming over our 
shoulder, barking orders, berating us when we 
get it wrong – in short, taking complete control 
of our diet and our life. While this might work in 
the short-term, what happens when we’re left 
to our own devices without the safety-net of 
someone in authority making decisions for us?  
In all likelihood, we’ll rebel and head straight 
back for the chocolate biscuits. 

The coaching approach is the polar opposite of 
this. It focuses on empowering the coachee so 
that they can take control of their own health 
and make wise decisions whatever situation they 
are faced with…and getting themselves back on 
track on those occasions when things do go a 
little pear-shaped. 

With healthy living advice being fired at us 
from all sides 24/7, I find that most people are 
not crying out for more information – they’ve 
got that coming out of their ears. They see the 
daily news on the links between our lifestyle 
and the chances of us developing a chronic 
disease. They’ve read countless times what they 
should and shouldn’t be eating, how long they 
should be sleeping, how often they should be 
exercising, how they should be managing their 
stress etc etc. But knowing something doesn’t 
necessarily translate into being able to apply 
that knowledge.

When people have tried and failed diet after 
diet over many years and decades, they often 
lose hope that anything will ever work. Change 
is hard because habits are hard-wired into 
our brains. If you’ve been eating a packet of 
chocolate biscuits every night for decades, you 
have a neural pathway in your brain that drives 
you to do it again and again and again. (And I 
speak from experience as a former crisp addict 
who only managed to kick the nightly habit of 
munching through a family-sized pack of crisps 
last year.)

The heart-warming news is that, right till the 
day we die, we can build new neural pathways. 
That means we’re not determined or defined by 
our past – it’s always in our power to build new 
thoughts, new habits and a new mind-set.

Unfortunately, many of us drive ourselves into 
the ground and only take our self-care seriously 
when hit by a stroke or heart attack. How many 
Jewish women do you know who doggedly put 
everyone else’s wellbeing before their own, 
no matter what the cost to their own health? 
(“As long as everyone else is all right, it doesn’t 
matter about me.” – sound familiar?) So here’s 
a gentle reminder to women readers that self-
care is not an indulgence; it’s our right as human 
beings. After all, if our own health fails, how can 
we look after everyone else? 

For me, the beauty of health coaching is that 
it looks at the whole person. Food is a massive 
part of the wellbeing jigsaw but it’s not the only 
one (there are a lot of very unhappy, stressed-
out people who drink kale smoothies every 
day!). That’s why I help my clients to evaluate 
and improve everything from the quality of 
their sleep, to their stress management, to their 
movement, to their career, to their relationships. 
It’s an incredibly empowering process as people 
finally get to take responsibility for their own 
wellbeing. The one thing that I’m told again and 
again is the inestimable value of being properly 
listened to without fear of being judged and 
given the space to come up with the solutions 
people already have inside them. 

The holistic approach is particularly useful when 
supporting people who are trapped by emotional 
eating. It’s a phenomenon which I think is far, far 
more common than anyone knows. People find 
themselves imprisoned in a destructive cycle as 
they binge secretly and silently, often without 
the knowledge of their loved ones. We learn 
from childhood that food is a treat for when 
you’re hurt, and we instinctively pass it onto our 
own children. I played a part in this myself: in 
my previous career, I spent many years working 
in marketing communications for the food 
industry, helping companies to sell the junk that 
I now help people break their addiction from. 

And yes, that junk is addictive. Many people 
desperately want to stop it going in their mouth. 
They know the junk is harming their health, 
increasing their risk of chronic disease and 
making them heavier than they would like to be. 
But it’s staring us in the face every time we go 
shopping and it’s very, very hard to resist it. 

There’s a rampant tendency to “get into shape” 

by opting for 
extremes of self-
deprivation and 
following a set 
regime slavishly 
– for a while. 
People set the 
bar unfeasibly 
high, embarking 
on all sorts of 
extreme diets 
or swearing to themselves that they will go to 
the gym every day. But then it’s just too hard 
to keep up so they end up following a regime 
100 per cent, 100 per cent, 100 per cent – and 
then it’s back to zero and corrosive feelings of 
failure, guilt and shame. Not a recipe for health 
or happiness.

Counting calories and measuring portions is not 
only restrictive – it’s soul-destroying. As Jews, 
we understand that food is there to be enjoyed 
and celebrated around a table with our loved 
ones, not treated as part of a grim mathematical 
equation. As the people behind chicken soup, 
AKA Jewish penicillin, we also inherently 
understand that food is medicine. And it is the 
most powerful, fast-working, effective medicine 
in the world – plus it comes without side effects. 
I am fortunate to be able to see this first-hand 
in the people I coach who have reversed their 
Type 2 diabetes through embracing delicious, 
real, whole food that is a joy to eat and leaves 
them feeling satiated, full of energy and stable 
in mood. 

With the likes of Dr Rangan Chatterjee (BBC’s 
Doctor in the House and author of The 4 Pillar 
Plan) championing lifestyle medicine as the 
solution to our growing burden of chronic 
disease, health coaching is increasingly being 
seen as “the missing link” in our healthcare 
system. Its role in supporting people to make 
small lifestyle changes that add up to a huge 
transformation in their health and wellbeing has 
never been more vital. 

You can follow Suzy’s blog at www.
peppermintwellness.co.uk. Suzy is launching 
a one-to-one Well Woman and Well Man 
Six-Week Refresh Programme. Contact  
suzy@peppermintwellness.co.uk for details. 

To your good health!

Coensus HR - Applicant Processing System (APS) Benchmarking and 
Assessments - offering a recruitment insight via psychometric assessments 

going beyond the CV - Reliable - Accurate - Fair 

How to avoid necessary interviews and purely relying upon gut instinct.

Leadership Management UK - World Class Leadership and Management 
Development programmes from Supervisory up, Strategic Leadership, 

Personal Productivity, Team Development, Empowerment and 
Engagement.

Michael Levy 0161 980 0780 / 07903 18391
m.levy@lmi-uk.com www.lmi-uk.com / www.coensus-hr.com

HERBAL 
BENEFITS
by Louise Goldstone
For many years I have been 
using essential oils, herbal teas 
and herbs. I was benefiting 
from using them so I decided to 
study to become a herbalist.  I 
believe using natural remedies 
makes me feel full of energy and 
gives me a calm feeling. Using 
essential oils on my scalp has 
proven to be very beneficial.  

I also recommend herbal teas as they’re invaluable, too. I  
am going to share with you some useful tips that may 
interest you.

Herbs offer great dietary benefits. A herb is a type of plant that 
is grown with a variety of intentions in mind. It is often used 
as food whilst some of its oils can be used for perfume. It can 
also be used for beneficial purposes. The extracts from herbs may 
be squeezed out or pressed from their components.  We often 
assume that herbs are only ideal for cooking purposes, whereas 
they can be useful for medical purposes, too.

Herbs often come from flowers, shrubs, trees and vines. Some 
even come from fungi, algae and other basic growths found 
around the world. Herbs can be used to prepare all sorts of foods 
to take care of an assortment of health-related issues. 

You can easily find lots of vitamins and nutrients which can be 
added to your diet.

I have started consultations recently and if anyone feels that they 
can benefit from my herbal advice, please do not hesitate to 
contact me on 07737 609551.

Wishing you all well over the Yomim Noraim. 
Best wishes, Louise
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The first thing to say about this shule is that it is very 
friendly. On arrival there were several welcomes and 
people asking if we knew where to go – which was a 
bit ironic as it is a very small building and it would be 
impossible to get lost.
The community has been around since the 90s and the shule 
building is now very dilapidated. The strain of having the multi-
purpose site (there is a nursery there as well) is taking its toll and 
this is certainly a community crying out for a building project – 
more of which shortly.

The layout is on one level with a mechitzah for women to sit along 
2 sides and on that basis there aren’t really any bad places to sit for 
men or women – it was easy to see what was going on from all areas 
of this large room. There is a shtiebel feel to the space – everything 
can be moved around – seating, bimah, mechitzah which gives a 

sort of youth group vibe. Turn up and join in – this isn’t a place for 
people who like to schmooze on the back row.

Rabbi Garson spoke very well in the sermon and it is clear that 
he and his wife are well liked in the community. The kiddush was 
lovely with a lot of variety, although one small niggle is that they 
said kiddush and started before any of the women had a chance to 
get anywhere near the food.

The challenge for this community seems to be competition. At a 
time, where there are minyanim popping up all over the place in 
Borehamwood, this is a space that feels tired and is struggling to 
find its unique selling point. The weekend that we were there, 
there was a bar mitzvah in the United Synagogue, a bar mitzvah in 
the Yavneh school satellite minyan, a bat mitzvah in the partnership 
minyan and a Sephardi minyan and several other minyanim 
besides. Apparently, there are plans for a new building for Ohr 
Yisroel and the project is self-funding. However, there is no team in  
the community to drive the plans forward and no mention of it on 
their website.

Is this a community going places, or a nice place to daven where 
you can be assured of an Aliyah and where the kids will be looked 
after? There were lots of men with young children who seemed to 
be giving their wives the morning off and the sense of camaraderie 
was refreshing. Would I go there every week? It might get a bit 
intense – it is certainly the opposite of the “cathedral” experience 
that many of the United Synagogues offer and even makes Hale 
seem somewhat formal. However, friendly welcomes are a rare 
thing in London and what Ohr Yisroel lacks in infrastructure, it 
makes up for in having a warm and inviting atmosphere.

Undercover Shule Goer (Going to shule so you don’t have to!) 
Ohr Yisroel Federation Synagogue, Borehamwood

Don’t stop
believin’...
If you’re disenchanted with your lawyers, perhaps it’s time for a change.
Our business and personal law teams have the skill and experience to restore your faith.

Myerson – the power of the law on your side.

Call 0161 509 6590  www.myerson.co.uk
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Having spent two weeks in South Africa 
with Aish a couple of years ago, I decided 
that, when the opportunity arose to 
go back, it had to be taken. We flew in 
late June to Johannesburg, holding the 
expectation that the trip would feature a 
near-identical itinerary with some 4-5 Star 
hotel accommodation as with the previous 
trip. Needless to say,  I was wrong! 
However, this trip, run by Genesis On 
Campus, under the umbrella of Aish UK, 
exceeded every possible expectation!

Over the course of the first four days that 
we spent acclimatising to the luxurious 
4-star Genesis Aparthotel in Joburg, we 
volunteered at a youth centre in a township 
called Diepsloot, as well as eating a 3-course 
Kosher Nando’s dinner, making a fool of 
ourselves on a Go-Ape style high ropes 
course, and spending Shabbat with the 
local Jewish community.

The highlight of the first part of this trip 
was undoubtedly being hosted by families 
in Johannesburg for Shabbat lunch, and 
thus getting to learn, with an insider 
perspective, all about life in supposedly one 
of the most dangerous cities in the world. 
Having said this, the South Africans were all 
very relaxed about the threat of crime that 
surrounds them daily, and to us, the area 
felt extremely safe and comfortable to walk 
around. This part of Johannesburg, in which 
the hotel was also conveniently located, is 
comparable to Golders Green or Prestwich. 
Every street is filled with Kosher restaurants, 
butchers and supermarkets. Within our 
hotel, there were kosher breakfast, brunch, 
bagel, meat, and milk restaurants. Each 
road had another few shules on it, each 
boasting incredibly high attendances and 
membership. It was so comfortable and 
familiar, and every person we passed on 
Shabbat came up to us, wishing us ‘Shabbat 
Shalom.’

After Shabbat in Johannesburg, we made 
the 7-hour coach trip to Hoedspruit, on the 
outskirts of the Kruger National Park Area. 
This was to be our base for the following 
three weeks. Compared to the lavishness of 
the hotel in J’burg, this campsite was very 
basic. Our dorms were wall-less, door-less, 
tarpaulin-covered structures, that meant 
that nights were freezing and required 
sleeping in three layers of tracksuits, hats, 
gloves and any other layers we could 
find. Our lack-of-door-based vulnerability 

culminated in me waking up to a wild cat 
standing on top of me at 5am, refusing 
to get off my bed! Having said this, after 
adapting to the extremely simplistic 
conditions that the jungle campsite offered 
us, we embraced the experience, and by 
the end, did not want to leave. Our time 
in Hoedspruit was special, volunteering 
with the Africa Impact Organisation. We 
were tasked, over the duration of our 
stay, with physical animal conservation 
projects, such as animal data collection, a 
rhino poaching prevention programme, 
snare sweeps, and working at wildlife and 
reptile rehabilitation centres. Coupled with 
this were our volunteering efforts at the 
Farmers of the Future project in Ehlanzeni, 
and at the Sengenyani school, where we 
taught the local children English, and, more 
rewarding for both us and the children, 
hours of football with them. To be a part 
of all these projects, led by four enthusiastic 
guides, was such a rewarding experience, 
knowing that we were making a positive 
impact in the local communities.

Our time in Hoedspruit also involved 
almost daily game drives and safaris, water 
sports, hiking and sightseeing. A personal 
highlight was a 
full-day Panorama 
Hike (Drive), in 
which we stopped 
off at five different 
m o u n t a i n - t o p 
locations, all 
offering different, 
yet equally 
beautiful vistas of 
the surrounding 
valleys, canyons 
and rivers.

Of course, being an Aish-led programme, 
education formed a core part of the trip, 

but it was neither 
overbearing nor 
overwhelming, as some 
had feared it may 
be. Instead, we had a 
30/45-minute shiur on a 
daily basis, led by various 
engaging and thought-
provoking Rabbis and 
Rebbetzens. They were 
never afraid to answer any questions and 
offered a source of constant inspiration 
throughout the trip. In terms of religious 
observance, everyone was free to practise at 
their own level, without any coercion, and 
all that was required from each participant 
was respect towards each other. Kabbalat 
Shabbat, in particular, was always an 
extremely special and spiritual experience.

Four more days in Johannesburg, after an 
unforgettable few weeks in Hoedspruit, 
rounded off the trip. A visit to the infamous 
township of Soweto, renowned for its 
poverty, crime, as well as residency of Nelson 
Mandela, left everyone feeling grateful 
for their own home situations, and the 
Apartheid Museum taught us all about the 
bitter history that encapsulated a difficult 
era of discrimination and segregation in 
South Africa. A theme park visit, Shabbat 
with local students, shopping time at the 
Rosebank Mall, and an uplifting Tisha B’Av 
(featuring a surprise visit and talk by Warren 
Goldstein, the Chief Rabbi of South Africa 
and the brains behind the Shabbat Project), 
topped off an amazing time in Africa.

This was, without a doubt, the best 
organised trip that I have been on, and, 
if the opportunity arises next year, one 
that I would highly recommend first year 
university students take.

One Incredible Month In South Africa by David Dwek
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(Editors’ note......this is a fascinating and 
informative report. Malcolm welcomes support 
in ‘spreading the word’ by writing to the Press 
and so on. He will assist. Do be in touch with 
him, details below.) 

Under the auspices of the Northern Ireland 
Friends of Israel (NIFI) I joined six Democratic 
Unionist MPs (DUP) from Westminster and four 
DUP members of the Northern Ireland Assembly 
on a four-day intensive fact-finding mission to 
both Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

Our group leaders were Steven Jaffe (no 
relation) who, as consultant to the Board of 
Deputies, promotes grass roots support for 
Israel and the co-chairs NIFI. 

Our delegation included our son, David, 
together with Gerald Steinberg, President of 
NIFI, and brother of the late Lord Steinberg. 

This DUP delegation was  pro-Israel before this 
visit. However, not all had visited the country 
before. As well as experienced Parliamentarians, 
such as Nigel Dodds MP, deputy leader of the 
party, and Ian Paisley MP, son of the party’s 
founder, the delegation also included the 
youngest DUP elected representative at 
Stormont, Jonathan Buckley MLA, and newly 
elected MPs Emma Little Pengelly and Mark 
Girvan.

The DUP wield considerable influence at 
Westminster as a result of their ‘confidence 
and supply’ agreement with the Conservative 
Government. The purpose of the visit was to 
provide the delegates with first-hand experience 
of the challenges Israel faces in the region; the 
enormous potential for trade and investment 
between Northern Ireland and Israel; and to 
build upon some unique connections between 
the two countries. 

Several of the leaders had been to Israel before 
and some of them more than once. In many 
respects they are Christian Zionists, and so 
the Hebrew Bible is important to them. They 
related much of what they saw to the history of 
Northern Ireland and their experience of the IRA 
and Sinn Fein as the political wing of the IRA. 
The Borders at Gaza and Golan were compared 
to the border between the Irish Republic and 
Northern Ireland during the Troubles. 

What this visit did was give our guests a clear 
insight into Israel’s story. They were sold on 
the reality that Israel is entitled to defend all 
borders, and that Israel has the right to exist. 
We visited Israeli communities on the Gaza 
border during the morning....we heard that a 
few hours after our visit they had come under 
renewed rocket  attack from Gaza. 

While on the bus there was a phone call from 
a journalist in Belfast because Sinn Fein were 
complaining about the DUP visiting Israel. Sir 
Jeffrey Donaldson MP answered extremely well, 
saying “… the DUP are visiting Israel as part of 
a fact-finding mission and we are visiting the 
Palestinian Legislative Assembly on the West 
Bank as well as Israel, unlike Sinn Fein who do 
not engage with Israel and would not meet any 
official Israeli government embassy officials in 
Belfast or Israel...” 

Sinn Fein’s attitude is typical of the hard left 
in Ireland and the UK who generally only talk 
to each other about demonising Israel, and 
usually refuse to meet people who present an 
alternative picture.

There was a minor diplomatic incident at the 
Palestinian Assembly in Ramallah. An Irish 
Republic flag was placed in the middle of the 
conference room by our hosts instead of the 
British flag, but this was quickly changed!

We were met by Dr Shaath, the former 
Palestinian Foreign Minister who hosted a lively 
question and answer session. On the question 
as to why there had been no elections on 
the West Bank for 13 years, the answer was 
because the Palestinian Authority were unable 
to offer an election in Hamas-controlled Gaza 
at the same time. Dr Shaath initially tried to 
evade questions about his leader, Abu Mazin’s, 
recent disparaging remarks about Jews and the 
Holocaust. Our delegation was able to reflect 
further on this when we visited Yad Vashem.

At the Knesset we were hosted by Isaac Herzog, 
the leader of the opposition. Isaac is the son 
of Chaim Herzog, sixth President of Israel, 
who was born in Belfast and the grandson of 
Rabbi Isaac, who held his first position with the 
Belfast Jewish Community.  A plaque put up 
on the outside of the house where Chaim was 
born in Belfast has been taken down by anti-
Israel protesters. Since our visit, Isaac Herzog 
replaced Natan Sharansky as the head of the 
Jewish Agency. Isaac Herzog gave us a tour of 
the Knesset and made clear the vitality of Israeli 
democracy. Later, the delegation paid respects 
at the grave of Chaim Herzog on Mount Herzl.

On the Golan we were briefed by Miri Eisin, 
a very senior security analyst and expert 
communicator, who warned of Iranian 
involvement and influence in the region, and 
the ongoing battles of the various factions 
engaged in Syria’s civil war, right on Israel’s 
doorstep. A visit to the cyber security centre in 
the Negev pointed to opportunities for future 
collaboration and trade.

A highlight of the delegation was the visit to 
‘Save a Child’s Heart’ charity at the Paediatric 
Unit at the Wolfson Medical Centre, an Israeli 
national health service hospital in Holon. We 
were met by Laura Gilroy, a Northern Irish lady, 
who married an Israeli 20 years ago and became 
Laura Kafif. Laura volunteered 17 years ago at 
the paediatric hospital and is now the manager 
of the vibrant and inspiring children’s home. 

Seventeen years ago an Israeli surgeon from 
this Israeli national health hospital was in East 
Africa and saw a child with a heart condition. 
He brought the child to Israel to operate and 
all went well.

Since then the staff in the heart unit have 
expanded this service, working in their spare 
time, and to date, 4,700 children have been 
brought to Israel for treatment from countries 
where facilities for state-of-the-art heart 
surgery do not exist. Doctors and nurses have 
been brought to Israel for training and are now 
going back to their own countries to set up 
similar children’s heart units.

In the photo, you will see listed the name, age 
and country of origin of each child treated. 
Included are kids from the Palestinian Authority 
and two surgeons and two anaesthesiologists. 
On the week of our visit, while rockets were 
flying from Gaza into Israel, children were 
crossing the border into Israel for treatment at 
the hospital.

Our group of MPs came away feeling that to say 
that Israel is an Apartheid/non-democratic state 
is nonsense.  

Gerald Steinberg and David Jaffa were among 
the sponsors of this visit. The Israeli Embassy 
in London were incredibly helpful in providing 
the bus and making appointments with various 
speakers, including intelligence officers from 
the Israel Defense Forces.

This was an excellent visit for Israel. Since our 
return, several of the delegates have been active 
in countering misleading anti-Israel statements 
both in the press and on the air. A motion 
proposed by Sinn Fein at Belfast City Council 
proposing the Boycott of Israel was defeated.

On our return several people have said to me 
that the pro-Israel story is not being told well 
enough. In fact, many people and organisations 
including Northern Ireland Friends of Israel 
(www.nifi.org.uk) are doing tremendous work, 
but more needs to be done; extra funding is 
required to employ the extra people who are 
needed. 

If Gesher readers would like to help Israel’s 
case, maybe they would care to distribute this 
article with the ‘Save A Child Heart’ photo to 
people on their email list. If anyone would 
like a scanned copy of the article and photo 
for further distribution, kindly email me at  
m.jaffa@btopenworld.com

Northern Ireland Friends of Israel by Malcolm Jaffa
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As we go through life we face all sorts of 
challenges. How we cope going through the 
ups and downs is very much determined by 
our own personal perceptions, core beliefs 
and mind-sets.

We all try to strive for that healthy peaceful 
existence, with a dash of excitement thrown 
in for good measure. We rush about our busy 
lives for our families, friends and associates 
but what happens to the true YOU who wants 
to feel fulfilled and happy in life?

HAVE YOU FOUND YOUR TRUE POTENTIAL?

Reaching your true potential requires keeping 
on track, focusing on YOUR vision and taking 
that leap of faith to reach your goal.

My role as a personal development life coach 
is to help you, as the client, feel empowered 
to take the first stepping stones towards 
your bigger goals; also to find your inner 
strength to move forward in life and have the 
determination and motivation to accomplish 
what you aim to complete in the first place.

Many of us start off with good intentions 
of accomplishing a goal whether it be 
career development, personal development, 
confidence, self-esteem, weight loss, finances, 

relationships, divorce or a whole host of other 
objectives. The reality of completing these 
goals or maintaining them is slim if we do 
not have the right support to encourage us to 
keep motivated in the correct way.

We all have different abilities and skills, but 
somehow most of us do not realise how able 
and capable we are. This can be attributed 
to our own self-belief and core values which 
may have been instilled within us from a very 
young age. Different experiences in life truly 
shape us for better or for worse, and this can 
influence our future mind-set which then has 
an impact upon the way we view our life. 

I became very passionate about life coaching 
over a period of the last 5 years as my own 
different experiences directed me along this 
path. This has certainly helped me with the 
understanding and nature of clients’ different 
mind-sets and I have learnt to have empathy 
and compassion, utilising tools and techniques 
to help people feel empowered within. I 
became a qualified personal development 
coach and a qualified Neuro Linguistic 
Programming practitioner (NLP) in 2016. NLP 
is a tool which can be applied within the 
coaching sessions. This process is all about 

resolution and not 
dissecting problems, 
but through different 
techniques it focuses 
on finding the 
outcome the client 
wants. As a client, 
you will feel more in 
charge of your mind, 
and consequently your life, when learning 
these techniques and creating a better 
understanding of yourself, thus enabling you 
to move in the direction you desire. With 
NLP coaching you become more effective 
in communication and self-awareness by 
learning new behaviours through this process.

Become masters of your own destiny and 
learn to unlock your true potential.

If you are interested in learning more about 
life coaching please do not hesitate to contact 
me for a free 30 minute chat.

Best wishes

Michelle 07961 430522
mkr@michellekross.com

Today is the 10th June 2018 and I have just 
returned from my journey to London to 
witness the vitriolic hatred that is allowed to 
be enacted on the streets of London each and 
every year, because the Government allow 
Hezbollah to fly their flag at the annual Return 
to Jerusalem March (Al-Quds) instigated by 
Ayatollah Khomeini back in the 1970s.

Firstly, I joined a 
special group of 
people who were 
going to intersect 
the march at various 
points to either slow 
the march down or 
bring the march to 
a stop. However, 
beforehand, I 
attended the Zionist 
Federation Counter 
D e m o n s t r a t i o n 
which only had 
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 
200 flag waving 

supporters compared to 
several hundred English Defence League and 
Football Lads Association Members, who 
were penned into another street to vent 
their feelings at the sight of this abhorrent 
terrorist flag being flown in the streets  
of London.

Zionism was a movement for the re-establishment 
and now the development and protection of 
a Jewish Nation in what is now Israel. It was 
established as a Political Organisation in 1897 
under Theodor Herzl and was later led by  
Chaim Weizmann.

Through their efforts and following numerous 
wars, land was secured ensuring that we can all 
go to Israel, join members of our families and 
friends and enjoy the freedom of the diverse 
Society that Israel offers.  Now I appreciate that 
there are varying degrees of Zionism and not all 
of us are necessarily that right wing.  However, 
I have to say that not only is it criminal that our 
Government allows this terrorist organisation 
to raise their yellow flag high, embossed with 
an AK47 machine gun and a dagger and call for 
the destruction of Israel and Jews wherever they 
may be, but the complete apathy of the Jewish 
Community in the United Kingdom hit me very 
hard today.

I understand that to some it may be challenging 
to confront face to face supporters of a known 
terrorist organisation and even worse, members 
of the Ultra-Orthodox Neturei Karta, who 
incidentally took great pleasure in burning an 
Israeli flag and denouncing the State in full 
support of the Palestinians.

If, in future years the Islamic Human Rights 
Commission persuade this or any future 
Government to continue its hateful parade 
through the streets of London, I would implore 
any members of this Congregation to join me 
in The Counter Demonstration and making our 
voice heard above that of the hateful rhetoric 
of Hezbollah. 

In total, out of an approximate community of 
20,000 Jews in Manchester only 7 of us showed 
up. The same number applied to smaller Jewish 
communities such as the Sussex Friends of Israel.  
However, one would expect that Manchester, 
being the largest provincial Jewish community, 
would have a greater representation, and in 

future I would publicise this event weeks before  
its happening and circulate this to all Shules to 
try and organise a Manchester contingency.

May Hakodosh Barochu suppress the voices of 
hatred, and even though we are the ones who 
choose to live outside of Israel, may the many 
verses of Tehillim (Psalms of David) fortify our 
rights to Jerusalem, as well as the entire land of 
Israel and this year bring renewed blessing upon 
the Jewish People that the Moshiach will come 
speedily in our days, and end all this hatred 
towards the place most of us love so much.

Louise, Georgia and I wish you all a Shana Tova 
U’metukah and well over the Fast.
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REACHING YOUR TRUE POTENTIAL by Michelle Ross

“Al-Quds” – If I Forget Thee, O Jerusalem  
By Rabbi Mark Goldstone
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In mid-June, we attended a beautiful fairy-
tale wedding in Tel Aviv. I say fairy-tale, 
because our hosts had gone to incredible 
lengths to ensure that the hospitality, 
venues and settings were quite stunning 
and left us all with wonderful memories.  
We had a few days of our short holiday left 
and, still on something of a post-celebration 
high, and after receiving recommendations 
from friends, we booked a few days at the 
Cramim Hotel and Spa and journeyed south 
to the hills of Jerusalem.

‘Cramim’ means vineyards in Hebrew and 
so it was no surprise to find this beautiful 
oasis set among the sprawling vineyards 
of Kiryat Anavim, one of the very early 
kibbutzim, established in 1920.  In addition 
to outstanding hotel and spa facilities, 
the Cramim offered us the opportunity 
to attend wine-tasting classes, sampling 
several wines from the hotel’s own 
vineyards.   They didn’t disappoint either, 
ranging from the deepest, most full-
bodied reds to the lightest and freshest 
of whites.  Each wine was introduced by 
the knowledgeable wine steward and we 
were invited to volunteer our findings on 
each.  Frankly, I could have sat there for 
hours, enticed by the word pictures that 
were drawn for us by those present and 
savouring each delicious sample.  However, 
these thoughts were quickly dispelled by 
the instruction to spit the wine out after 
each tasting. Sacrilege, surely!  The wine 
boutique’s design was inspired by wine 
rooms in some of the very best hotels and 
features a unique and impressive wine 
cellar carved into the mountains.

The Director of Wine at Cramim is Idan 
Yehuda.  He is obviously passionate about 
Israeli wines and is keen to promote them.  
I learned that, indeed, all of the wines at 
Cramim are from the Jerusalem area and 

tell the story of this terroir.  ‘Terroir’ is the 
complete natural environment in which a 
particular wine is produced, including factors 
such as the soil, topography, and climate.  
It is the characteristic taste and flavour 
imparted to a wine by the environment in 
which it is produced.  The Judean Hills are 
one of the oldest wine regions in the world, 
rich in limestone, where new grape varieties 
are being discovered almost annually.  My 
favourite from the tasting session was a 
deep red, the Domaine du Castel Grand 
Vin.  It was also the most expensive at 
an impressive £60+ per bottle!  Another 
favourite was the Yatir Rosé, produced  
at the Yatir Forest Winery, also in the 
Judean Hills.

Decent quality wines have a crazy ability to 
transport you to the time and place they 
were made. For this reason, wine is one of 
the few agricultural products that reveals 
its terroir. Of course, not all wines have this 
ability. There are many wines that are made 

in such a way that removes all but hints of 
their origin. For some wine drinkers, this is 
the real difference between a good and a 
great wine.

It was once suggested that wine is the only 
work of art that you can drink, a suitable 
epithet when you are presented with a 
selection of wines that are produced from 
grapes grown and carefully matured only 
a few yards from your hotel room.  This 
was a life-affirming experience, coming 
as it did during a most relaxing stay in 
thoroughly enjoyable surroundings. 
Benjamin Franklin is supposed to have said 
that wine is constant proof that G-d loves us 
and loves to see us happy.  Happy we most 
certainly were!  Before this tasting event, I 
would often think of Israeli wine as Palwin 
No 10, a rather sweet and syrupy affair 
reserved for Shabbos and Yom Tov.  After 
this experience, I would really recommend 
giving Israeli wine the attention that  
it deserves.

(Editors’ Note…Mazaltov to Matthew on 
being elected National President of BBYO!)

BBYO by Matthew Buchalter
I have been a part of BBYO for five years and 
after being on the Manchester Chapter’s 
Executive Board for the past three years, I 
decided to stand for National President in 
the United Kingdom and Ireland, just one 
region of the international movement. I 
wanted to be able to shape our movement 

into something that can provide more 
meaningful experiences for all our teens. 

Throughout the next year, I will be on 
steering committees to plan events 
such as our leadership training courses, 
winter camp – Machane Choref – as well 
as attending International Conference 
in Denver, Colorado and being a part of 
BBYO’s International Executive Body.

I was introduced to BBYO through my 
older sister, Charlotte, who started our 
Manchester Chapter and is now a member 
of the bogrim network of graduated 
members. Since then I have experienced the 
true potential of the movement and met 
some of my best friends from the UK and 
extending to all over the world.

My aims for the year, which I presented 
whilst running for President at our 
movement’s National Veida in London, 
are integration, communication and 
evaluation which will ultimately lead to a 

more inclusive environment with exciting 
opportunities for our teens to celebrate 
our worldwide connections and elevate 
our programming style whilst making it all 
accessible to as many as possible.

Having just returned from BBYO’s 
International August Executives’ 
Conference in Pennsylvania, I am so excited 
for the year ahead and working alongside 
the rest of my National Exec as well as 
hopefully partnering with nearby regions 
such as BBYO Balkans, Bulgaria and Turkey.

Leisure and Wine in the Hills of Jerusalem
by Tony Alex 
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Executives’ Conference

Matthew (second from right) at the 
National Veida (elections).
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Feature on Fish 

SEARCH AND RESCUE

At ZAKA, we approach this New Year with awe – 
at the size and scope of the task ahead. 

As Israel’s premier search, rescue and recovery volunteer 
organisation, ZAKA is constantly training and improving its 
abilities and equipment to respond to multiple challenges. 
Be it terror, natural disaster or any mass casualty incident in Israel 
or globally, ZAKA volunteers are ready to provide emergency first 
response and specialist rescue and recovery services.

But we need your support!

Being ready and prepared to respond at a moment’s notice  
comes at a high price. We must ensure that all relevant 
emergency medical supplies and search and rescue  
equipment are in place and up to date.

This Rosh Hashanah, please donate generously so that  
ZAKA is indeed ready for whatever tomorrow brings…

Every New Year brings hope, 
mixed with trepidation.

UN approved

British Friends of ZAKA
233a Golders Green Road, London NW11 9ES | 020 8458 5391  
To donate online visit: zakauk.org  | Reg. Charity No. 1099639
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“For the Kingdom is Yours” we loyally declare 
every Rosh Hashana; “Blessed are You,  
O L-rd, King over all the earth” we affirm.

Unquestionably, the Jewish New Year liturgy 
utilises monarchical conceptions as a central 
theme. In an age where sovereigns are less 
common and of those that exist many are 
ceremonial figureheads, this notion can appear 
both distant and difficult to relate to.

In Britain, we are fortunate to have a monarchy 
surrounded by such splendid pageantry that it 
may make the Kingship liturgy in our New Year 
prayers at least partially accessible. Personally, 
although I am presently studying in Israel, 
(which of course does not have a king), this 
year my understanding of kingship has been 
enhanced by a few key experiences I would like 
to share.

My family and I are very privileged to live off 
King David Street, just around the corner from 
that street’s eponymous historic hotel. During 
the time we have been here, we have had a 
fabulous view of many seminal moment’s in 
Israel’s history. Thus it was, that we observed 
Donald Trump on his first visit abroad as US 
President as he entered and exited the grande 
dame on his various appointments. Of course, 
there was enhanced security; a large tract of King 
David Street and surrounding thoroughfares 
were blocked off, snipers patrolled the hotel’s 
roof, concrete obstructions were placed on our 
road and I had an armed security guard check 
my passport and walk me to my abode every 
time I entered our street. It was impressive to 
observe countless Cadillacs, two emblazoned 
with the Seal of the US President, whisking the 
delegation away with maximum celerity (along 
with a fire-engine especially brought out from 
America).

“We are witnessing days of diplomatic awe” 
I mentally recorded as I watched Ivanka and 
Jared Kushner’s motorcade depart a few 

months later to open the first United States 
Embassy in Jerusalem, in Israel’s 70th year, after 
50 years of Jerusalem’s unification.

The courtesy shown to the Trumps, Kushners 
and even the President of Guatemala (as he 
opened his Jerusalem embassy) of bedecking 
the street lamps in flags, closing streets etc., 
was not accorded to the Duke of Cambridge 
who arrived in June, perhaps a result of the 
alleged “unceremonious snub” towards Israel 
(as the Jerusalem Post put it) of the British 
Government (or more specifically, the FCO) for 
over 70 years. He was still treated with much 
deference though, and I awoke one morning 
to see Prince William’s motorcade pass under 
my window and discerned his car to be an 
Israeli government Audi (ironically heading to 
Yad Vashem) by virtue of the Royal Standard 
fluttering over its bonnet.

A few days later, we were at the Kotel to 
celebrate the bar mitzvah of our cousin, Shimon 
Abramson. We commenced worship in the 
Plaza alongside metal dividers that cordoned 
off a strip in the middle of the men’s section. 
As we were about to take out the Torah 
there was an excited hush in the crowd as we 
observed Prince William in a cream lounge suit 
accompanied by Chief Rabbi Mirvis and the 
Kotel Rabbi, R. Rabinovitch walking down the 
ramp into the Plaza a few meters from where 
we stood. The Prince proceeded to the Wall 
and as he honoured the time-worn tradition of 
placing a note in the cracks between the Kotel’s 
hallowed stones and uttered a prayer, I thought 
how far we, the Jewish people, have come.

In this precise spot, during the Mandate, 
tempestuous struggles broke out as the 
British forbade the Jewish worshippers from 
sounding the shofar at the Day of Atonement’s 
conclusion in the constricted alley which lay 
before the wall. And over 70 years on, here we 

were, surrounded by thronging crowds of Jews 
from across the globe, in an expansive plaza 
bordered by Israeli flags, watching a yarmulke-
clad, second-in-line to the British throne, 
paying his respects to our holiest site, whilst 
he could no doubt hear the Torah being read 
from all corners. As the Duke came back from 
the Wall to sign the Kotel’s Visitor’s Book, our 
cousin Shimon said his first ever blessing over 
the Torah in a loud, tremulous voice. And the 
Prince heard. He then waved at our group after 
our excellent Chief Rabbi, (whom I have always 
found to be genuine, sensitive and generous) 
had explained that we were a group from 
London celebrating a bar mitzvah.

It was a lovely gesture, which I am sure will 
remain in young Shimon’s mind for decades to 
come (reinforced as it was by an appearance on 
national news that evening with ITV captioning 
the event as ‘Prince William Crashes Bar 
Mitzvah’).

The crowds of well-wishers, security, and pomp 
and ceremony that was accorded to many 
of the visitors we encountered, provided me 
with an inkling of the honour that is due by 
us to our Heavenly Father and King. But it also 
brought home that whilst it may take a lifetime 
to develop the right connections to draw the 
attention of an earthly king (or perhaps the 
intervention of a benevolent Chief Rabbi) to 
our concerns, the King of all kings is before us 
every time we open a Siddur or raise our eyes 
upwards in prayer. Over the Jewish New Year, 
we find ourselves in synagogue for longer 
periods than usual. Let us grasp this opportunity 
of an audience with the All-Powerful King, who 
has stretched out His Hand to us in Fatherly 
Love and is accessible to us at all times and in 
every place.

When a prince crashes your bar mitzvah
by Rabbi David Ariel Sher

 

The moment the Duke of Cambridge waves to the Abramson Bar Mitzvah group.

Rabbi David, Hannah and Samuel Sher
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To mark what would have been the 7th 
birthday of Orly Babette Feddy, who died 
suddenly and tragically at aged 19 months, 
27 people from Manchester, Liverpool, 
London and Jerusalem aged 11-57 set out to 
undertake the gruelling 80 kilometre Sea-to-
Sea trek in the Galilee region of Israel, while 
raising money for charity. 

The route starts at the Mediterranean and ends 
at the Sea of Galilee [Kinneret]. As friends and 
family members of Rebecca Leon, Orly’s mum, 
we spent three intense days together of sweat, 
laughter and tears. After our first night at a 
field school in Achziv National Park, we touched 
home base at the Mediterranean. 

Day 1 started with the only simple section of the 
trek, walking through lush kibbutz plantations 
of bananas, avocados and pomegranates. 
Entering terrain similar to that of Tuscany, we 
tested our fitness levels as we then negotiated 
the river bed of the Chziv stream, learning 
about Israel’s native wildlife and vegetation. 
We experienced the true outdoors on our 
second night, in a campsite on a hillside in 
Abirim Forest. Sleeping under the stars and 
listening to the surrounding nature, we took 
time to refocus, laugh and partially recover 
from fatigue, while absorbing the impact of  
our goals.

On Day 2, our challenge was to ascend and 
descend Mount Meron. At 1,208 meters above 

sea level, Mount Meron is the highest peak in 
Israel.  While huffing and puffing the climb of 
over several hours, we learned about Israel’s 
rain shortage as we passed dry waterfalls. 
Mountain springs for refilling our water bottles 
were true founts of delight. Our elation at 
reaching the mountain peak was matched by 
stunning views. To our left we could see 
Lebanon and to our right the Golan Heights, 
with the Syrian border in the distance. It felt 
surreal to be standing at a point of beauty and 
peacefulness, so close to a place where just a 
stone’s throw away, conflict and enemies lie. 
Our tricky descent down the other side of the 
mountain brought us to the ultra-Orthodox 
village of  Meron, nestling the Tomb of Rabbi 
Shimon bar Yochai. Here, thousands of people 
celebrate the Rabbi’s greatness on Lag Ba’Omer. 

We celebrated two days of hard walking (11 
hours a day) with wine and food al fresco. 
Blisters, weariness and achievement bonded us 
together. Rebecca’s inspirational words of 
thanks reminded us that through our trek, we 
are helping people with disabilities and facing 
cancer, thus making Orly’s short life meaningful.

Our final day started with the now usual 
routine: 6.30am for breakfast, packing lunch 
and sun protection. This was the toughest of 
the three days: accumulated tiredness, much 
steeper terrain and scant shelter from the 
burning sun. As we 
clambered along cliff 
edges, using our 
hands and knees  
up and down ladders 
in the hillside, we 
shared our stocks of 
salt tablets, compeed 
blister plasters,  
bite cream and 
d e t e r m i n a t i o n .  

We became one big family stretched along the 
cliff in single file, helping and encouraging 
those who were overwhelmed by the 
sometimes daunting task.

The atmosphere upon completion was electric. 
With the Kinneret in the background, emotions 
were running high – elation and exhaustion, 
tears and conquered fears. We had experienced 
our physicality in its purest form. Not only had 
we all accomplished this trekking triumph, we 
had raised a significant amount of money for 
our chosen charities.

In the UK, Maggie’s Centres https://www.
maggiescentres.org/about-maggies/ help 
cancer patients and their families, and The 
Friendship Circle https://www.friendshipcircle.
org/ provides support and empowerment for 
young people with difficulties. In Israel, The 
Malki Foundation http://kerenmalki.org/ 
enables families to choose homecare for their 
child with special needs.  If you would like to 
perpetuate Orly’s memory, you can still support 
the UK charities https://www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/rebecca-leon or the Israeli fund 
https://www.jgive.com/en/donation_targets/4
470?action=show&controller=donation_target
s&currency=ILS&currency=ILS&id=4470&locale
=he.

We now have a special bond with old friends, 
made new friends and cherished a young life 
taken too soon. It was an amazing, inspiring 
experience we will all remember for the rest of 
our lives.

A Smile for Orly by ‘The Team’ Sea to Sea Trek – Israel May 2018
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When Ruthie and Rabbi came to Hale in 1987 
they had just four boys, Benji, Eli, Avi and Zvi, 
and Rabbi drove a red F Reg Volvo estate.  
I fell instantly in love with them.

I got close to them properly when, on 26 April 
1996, my late grandfather, Maurice Raynes, 
passed away; Rabbi was very wonderful and 
supportive to my father and our family. 

I would describe Rabbi not just as my Rabbi but 
as my best friend.  He is a very good teacher and 
I have learnt lots from him. I find his sermons on 
Shabbat very interesting.

He can be very funny and it’s been fantastic to 
have him as my Rabbi and friend for so long. I 
give him 10/10. His children and grandchildren 
have also been very wonderful to me.  

Ruthie has also been a very good friend, she is 
a very good listener and has a lovely sense of 
humour - she is very pretty. I would like to thank 
her for helping me when I have problems. She is 
an excellent cook like my mother.

I would like to thank them both for being 
very understanding and supportive of my  
special needs.

In 2007 I went to my first Summer Seuda – it 
was very nice – I went every year after that.   
I love the singing, the food is delicious and the 

sermons are very good.  Although I did have to 
tell Ruthie in 2013 to take the salmon out of the 
fridge an hour before she served it to let it stand 
– a tip I learned from my mother!

I wish them both good luck for the future and I 
hope they have a wonderful time in their new 
life in Israel.

Love Dave x

Are you a good mother-in-law? There is no such person as the 
perfect mother-in-law. But is this something you aspire to be?
I have three sons and was always told over the years, “Oh 
dear! Three sons equals three daughters-in-law!“. This was a 
humorous way of predicting my future. People seemed to feel 
sorry for me!
Fortunately all went well and I have three very wonderful 
daughters-in-law! Yes, it’s true, they really are! Although I will 
never know their true feelings towards me, I think they are 
okay with me as much as I am with them!
My own mother-in-law was a wonderful and well respected 
and very much loved lady. However, unfortunately we did not 
see eye to eye on some small inconsequential issues such as not 
giving the boys fizzy drinks during dinner, and when having 
them for the day, bringing them back and cheerfully informing 
me that they had had a lovely long sleep in the afternoon 
which left me with three ridiculously energetic little beings 
whose last wish was to go to bed!!
Another “gripe”  was a problem when my husband would pop 
in to see his mum for a chat only to find a three course meal 
ready for him whilst his dear wife was waiting to give him the 
meal she had made - but he handled it well - he ate his mum’s 
and came home and ate mine, too! So both women were made 
happy!  I now totally understand my mother-in-law and would 
probably do the same, given the chance! On the whole, we got 
on well and we learned our parameters as time went on.
It is perhaps difficult to watch and not speak out over certain 
things but it’s difficult for them, too, as daughters-in-law 
because they can shout at their mothers but there is a certain 
respect with a mother-in-law that means they can only go so 
far, and I have learned face language so I know when I have 
gone over the line!
Grandchildren make things more difficult, don’t they? You may 
have your own opinions about parenting (after all don’t we 
know everything?!) but this must be kept to yourself!
Finally, to my three lovely daughters-in-law, I do try to do the 
right thing and always listen to “instructions“ when you leave 
your children with me, but I have to admit to a secret. I DO 
use chocolate as a bribe for good behaviour and sweets or ice 
cream for a bad fall. I DO pretend to threaten them with a call 
to Mummy or Daddy when I can’t stop them doing whatever 
they are doing. I ALSO let them have the iPad when all is lost 
and Grandpa cannot take the noise any longer (peace in my 
marriage is important, too!).
I try in general to keep to my directives but now the truth is out 
I hope I will be forgiven!!

Ruthie and Rabbi by David Raynes
 

BEING A MOTHER 
-IN-LAW by Vivienne Keller

 

Wishing you
a happy

and peaceful
new year
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Wishing the 
whole community

 

SHANAH TOVAH 
FOR THE YEAR AHEAD 

Maxine, Stuart, Olivia, Tammy,
Louis & Charlie Marks
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The end of July saw the long-awaited opening of Beach House, a 
£1.6m state-of-the-art residential household for people living with 
dementia, at The Fed’s care home, Heathlands Village.  

The twenty bed wing, accommodated within the existing main 
building, employs the very latest design and technology to cater 
for the specific care needs of the most vulnerable people in our 
community.

This is the latest stage in an ongoing capital investment strategy, 
going back to 2010 and the merger of the ‘old’ Fed and Heathlands 
Village. So far the cost of upgrading the near-fifty- year old home 
has reached £15m. 

CEO Mark Cunningham explains, “The site’s layout and infrastructure 
had become unfit for the care of a generation of older people, 
living longer, yet with far greater and more complex care needs.”

“The very fabric of the building - roofing, drainage, central 
heating and kitchens were desperate for refurb. Just as individuals 
purchasing an old house may have to rewire and install a damp 
proof course, so we needed to retrofit and future-proof our 
buildings at Heathlands Village.”

“That was the ‘hidden’ work. In addition we undertook major 
upgrades to virtually the whole site – creating a new approach road 
away from the buildings; a stunning new reception, indoor and 
outdoor communal areas and new residential and nursing living 
areas. We’ve created a place that people love to live in, work at 
and visit.”

Bernie Yaffe, Fed Treasurer and Chairman elect, explains “These 
fundamental improvements to Heathlands Village have only 
been possible due to the success of a robust capital fundraising 
drive, which was responded to with enormous generosity by a 
number of trusts and individual donors from the community. 
They demonstrated full confidence in our vision for a 21st century 
dementia-friendly home.” 

But Mr Yaffe is keen to point out the distinction 
between capital funding for specific building 
projects of this kind and other crucial funding 
required for day-to-day operations. 

“Essentially, we have to fundraise for two distinct pots on an annual 
basis, one for capital projects and one to cover our operating deficit. 
Proper governance dictates that we cannot mix the two.” 

“Our deficit runs at about £1.5m per annum.  It represents the 
difference between our income from various sources - local 
authority grants towards certain staff salaries in our community 
care services; charity shop revenue; fees from private residents of 
Heathlands Village and the costs of running our services to provide 
care in the community and at Heathlands Village. Our wage bill 
alone is £5.9m.”

“Fundraising to help bridge the gap is vital. We raise money from 
twice yearly appeals, a telethon, one-off donations, legacies, events, 
and regular pledges made at our dinners. That pot relies on the 
community to regularly support us - taking on challenges like bike-
rides and sky-dives and coming along and supporting the comedians 
at The Laughter Factor; remembering us when celebrating a big 
birthday or anniversary, leaving us a lasting gift in a will. This is the 
life-blood of our numerous projects and departments.”

 SCAN 
THE QR CODE
CALL
0161 772 4800

GOTO 
 WWW.THEFED.ORG.UK/DONATE-ONLINE/ 

    
       a slice

of cake?

Reg ch no: 1117126

There are Jewish people living in 
Manchester who don’t have:

A roof over their head
Protection from abuse
Food on the table
Regular human contact

But The Fed’s Community Care Services help  
them get life’s essential ingredients.

Please give as generously as you can to     
The Fed’s Rosh Hashanah Appeal.

        Help ensure that

        gets a slice of the cake.

         whoever needs us,

Charities 

The Stark Reality of Fundraising  
for Community Care
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“The problem is that The Fed may have become a 
victim of its own success. There’s a perception out 
there that we are cash rich but that is absolutely not 
the case. I think it’s because we’ve been so successful 
raising money to rejuvenate Heathlands Village.  

“Trust and funding opportunities arise from time to time and when 
we apply successfully, the money brought in has to be used solely 
for the purpose for which it was obtained – anything else would be 
fraudulent.

“And many donors of sizeable amounts prefer to be able to identify 
a physical realisation of their generosity – whether a room, wing or 
garden area dedicated to their loved ones - that’s human nature.”

“Helping, for example, to foot our salaries bill is nowhere near as 
attractive. We understand that.  But without our social workers, 

sessional workers, care and nursing staff and volunteer coordinators 
and so on, we would not be able to offer care either at Heathlands 
Village or in the community. 

It is vitally important that we have the support of a 
large cohort of donors whose individual contributions 
may be more modest, but who as a group mean the 
difference between a service continuing or having to 
be closed.  

Rounding off, Mr Cunningham says, “The challenges we face are not 
getting any easier. Cutbacks in Local Authority funding continue; we 
face further increases in the National Living Wage and our people 
costs currently represent close to 80% of our cost base.” 

Whilst as you can see we are doing everything possible to invest in our 
future, we also rely on the very generous support of the community 
for the day-in-day-out provision of care. 

We have to have the community’s support to cover the shortfall in 
funding of our residents, as well as continuing our essential work in 
the community – dealing with homelessness, horrendous loneliness; 
appalling poverty and child abuse. That is the stark reality.”

Change of Chair at The Fed.
Ahead of their AGM in November, The Federation of 
Jewish Services (The Fed) is delighted to announce 
a change at the helm of its Board of Trustees.  Mark 
Adlestone OBE DL the Charity’s Chair will step down 
after 10 years in the role, nine of which followed 
the merger in 2009 between the “old Fed” and 
Heathlands Village.  Bernard (Bernie) Yaffe, current 
Treasurer, will assume the leadership role.

“Mark Adlestone has been an outstanding and 
inspirational leader,” said The Fed CEO, Mark 
Cunningham, “We would like to express our heartfelt 
thanks to him for enabling the organisation to deliver 
the incredible changes we have seen over the past  
10 years.”

“I am delighted at the opportunity to work even more 
closely with Bernie, who has been highly instrumental 
in the development of our services and upgrade  
of facilities.”

Mr Yaffe initially became a Board Member and 
Trustee of Heathlands Village, and then of The Fed, 
when the two charities merged in 2009.  He has 
served as Treasurer from this time.

No stranger to the boardroom, Mr Yaffe spent his 
career with the Kellogg Company, serving latterly as 
Vice President of Finance and Business Development, 
Europe. He still chairs their UK pension fund as 
well as holding a number of other Non-Executive 
Director roles. In addition, he is actively involved in 
other communal organisations, as Treasurer of both 
Manchester Maccabi and North West Friends of Israel. 

Married to Cheryl, Mr Yaffe has two daughters - Ilana 
and Georgina:

“I am extremely proud and honoured to have been 
asked to lead what is undoubtedly one of the finest 
care organisations in the country. This task is made 
so much easier by having a wonderful supportive 
Board of Trustees, including Mark Adlestone who will 
remain as a Trustee, continuing to bring his wealth of 
communal experience to the table, and our superbly 
dedicated management, staff and volunteer body.”

Referring to future challenges, Mr Yaffe continued, 
“Despite everything we have achieved, we can’t 
rest on our laurels.  With continued uncertainty 
over local authority funding and rapidly changing 
demographics, we need to do everything we can 
to ensure we are adapting to meet the diverse and 
changing needs of our community, in an optimal and 
efficient manner.”
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In the immediate aftermath of a car crash, terror attack or 
any life-threatening incident, the fi rst few minutes are critical.

That’s why medicycles are so important to the life-saving 
ability of Magen David Adom. They are specifi cally designed 
to enable them to cut through the traffi c on Israel’s busy 
roads and reduce response times by up to 7 minutes. 

In this, the 70th anniversary of Israel’s independence, 
MDA UK has committed to donating 70 medicycles to the 
people of Israel. As we look to hit our target, your support 
will make all the difference.

To make the difference 
between life and death donate 
to Magen David Adom UK today. 

Just visit www.mdauk.org/donate 
or call 020 8201 5900.

LIFELIFELIFE

DEATH
WILL YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE? 
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WIZO Centenary Anniversary - with thanks to Joy Wolfe
Manchester WIZO’s Vintage 
Afternoon Tea to celebrate WIZO’s 
Centenary Anniversary turned out to 
be a truly unforgettable occasion.
Held at South Manchester Synagogue in 
Bowdon, the scene was set with tables 
laid with beautiful individual vintage bone 
china cups and saucers, and guests enjoyed 
a magnificent tea, generously sponsored by 
Frances and Alex Simms and their family.

Chairman of the event, Beryl Steinberg and 
opener Lillie Gradel, both spoke of the vital 
need to support the work of WIZO in Israel 
in these difficult times.  An excellent video 
was shown focusing on the wide variety 
of WIZO’s projects and the people they 
benefit.

British WIZO’s newly elected chairman, 
Ronit Ribak Madari, clearly spelled out her 
intent to focus on strengthening the future 
of WIZO and pledged to do all she can to 
bring younger members back in to ensure 
continuity.

The undoubted star of the afternoon was 
the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, 
Esther McVey, MP for Tatton, who held her 
audience entranced with her recollection 
of how she achieved her ambition to be a 
Tory MP for Merseyside. She recalled the 
help and advice given to her by the late 
Lord Steinberg who was one of WIZO’s 
first male members. Having lost her seat in 
Merseyside in the last election, Esther had 
the good fortune to be given the chance 

to stand in Tatton when George Osborne 
announced his unexpected resignation. 
Since then she has risen steadily through 
the ranks to become part of the Cabinet.

Thanking her, Manchester WIZO Life 
President, Joy Wolfe, said, “It is clearly your 
personality that has got you where you 
are and will continue to help you achieve 
whatever goals you set for yourself.” There 
was total agreement from the audience 
when she added that she was probably the 
best speaker Manchester WIZO had ever 
had. Confessing that many people in the 
room had probably not heard of her before, 
she told Ms McVey she could rest assured 
that they would never forget her.   

North Cheshire WIZO current co-chairman, 
Ruth Fink,  who was chairman when the 
group was founded 58 years ago, thanked 
Hilary Black and Beryl Steinberg, together 
with Manchester WIZO’s director Katie 
Levene, for their mammoth efforts in 
running the brochure which raised the 
magnificent sum of £20,000.

Aside from being a celebration, the 
wonderful WIZO Centenary afternoon tea 
also helped to raise funds for WIZO’s school 
of dreams. A  vocational school in the 
Rebecca Sieff family unit in Beit Hakerem, 
Jerusalem, it caters for children from 
disadvantaged homes. Here they can learn 
music, cookery and hairdressing. The school 
needs a full renovation, to ensure that, not 
only are the children receiving the love, care 

and teaching they need, but also that their 
environment is a happy one in which they 
can learn to become fully fledged citizens 
of Israel.

An exhibition of around 200 photographs 
put together by Joy Wolfe attracted a huge 
amount of interest, and with many of the 
guests able to see themselves included. 
The exhibition is available to be shown 
elsewhere if any group or synagogue would 
like to host it. Please contact Joy Wolfe by 
email,  joywol@gmail.com  or phone, 07876 
192 414.  Joy is also able to let individuals 
view it by arrangement.

Also, if you would like to learn more about 
the wonderful  Rebecca Sieff family unit 
project and the wonderful work of WIZO 
in general then visit http://www.wizo.org/
wizo_activities/youth/women-projects-
battered-6.html or be in touch with  
Beryl Steinberg on berylstein@aol.com  

(L to R) Hilary Black, Joy Wolfe, Lillie Gradel, 
Esther McVey, Ruth Fink, Beryl Steinberg, 
Frances Simms, Ronit Ribak Madari

Experts in the 
management, planning 

and production  
of innovative, 

exciting events

Please get in touch to discuss  
your bespoke requirements

jenna@jennakel lerevents .com

www.jennakel lerevents .com

0161 903 9196
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Back in March of this year we held a wonderful fund-
raising Dinner at the Hilton, Deansgate, to celebrate 
the work that Camp Simcha carries out. The evening 
raised a very handsome £240,000, a record amount 
for our biennial Manchester Dinner.
Nicola Toubkin, whose four-year-old daughter, Talya, was 
treated for kidney cancer, and Tony and Tracy Levene, whose 
son, Joey, has Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy, were among 
parents who spoke and featured in the Dinner film, whilst the 
Appeal was delivered by Lee Bladon whose daughter, Evie, sadly 
passed away when she was only 3 years old and whose family 
was also supported by Camp Simcha.

Dinner chair, Daniel Hamburger, who, with his wife, Cindy, 
hosted the evening, spoke about the work Camp Simcha does 
in Manchester: “Three part-time Family Liaison Officers manage 
to provide 24/7 support to the many parents Camp Simcha looks 
after. Through them the charity provides 23 different services, 
supporting over 180 individual family members here, day in day 
out, throughout the year. Some 75 specially trained young Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters, voluntarily, give over 6,000 hours a year 
of their time to over 130 children.

In the last year, 140 children and parents from Manchester 
attended one of the incredible UK-based residential family 
retreats … hundreds of hospital transport journeys were 
provided and over 30 emergency food packages per month 
were delivered for families who need it as they go through a 
medical crisis.”

The film shown at the dinner featured the story of Joey who 
was diagnosed with Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy when he 
was 18 months old. His Dad, Tony said, “When we first got the 
diagnosis it felt like our world had been shattered and nothing 
was normal or would ever be normal again. When Camp Simcha 
got in touch with me I wasn’t sure whether we needed them. 
They suggested we come to one of their events to see what 
happiness it could bring to the family. They were right…”

Joey’s mother, Tracy, talked in the film about how important 
Camp Simcha have been to the whole family.

“Prior to Joey being born we were just a ‘normal’ family. 
You always believe it is not going to happen to you… this is 
something that happens to someone else, you read it about it in 
the paper or on Facebook. I never thought it would be us, that 
we would need Camp Simcha. But now that we have them in 
our lives I don’t think it is something we can ever do without.”

Read on for information about our next Camp Simcha event...

On 1st December of this year, Camp Simcha will be organising a 
fund-raising event not to be missed...

The Opening Night of “The Producers” is the night before. 
However, we have taken over a large part of the Royal Exchange 
theatre for the first Saturday evening’s performance, with some 
extra surprises thrown in on the night. For anyone who has 
previously attended one of our theatre evenings, they will know 
it will be worth attending! The best seats in the house will be 
the only ones we offer, and they are £35 each, with all proceeds 
going to Camp Simcha.

For more information please contact Candice Dwek on 07778 
668515, or to purchase your ticket online, go to https://
www.campsimcha.org.uk/event/the-producers-at-the-royal-
exchange-theatre/ 

The latest from Camp Simcha in Manchester 
by Candice Dwek 

Camp Simcha Manchester Dinner Committee, together with CEO Neville 
Goldschneider, President Jonathan Goldstein and Nicola & Daniel Toubkin and 
Tracy & Tony Levene

Co-chair Cindy Hamburger welcomes guests

Camp Simcha ‘brothers and sisters’, with co-founder Rachely Plancey,   
Honorary Chairman Julian Taylor and CEO Neville Goldschneider
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1. Why have you decided to take leadership 
of the UJIA North-West Annual Dinner?

I was asked by Nici Wertheim and Joel 
Rosenblatt to chair the Dinner and they 
didn’t let me refuse! Seriously, I was 
delighted to be asked and I’m loving the 
challenge. Joel has successfully chaired the 
event for 3 years previously and the UJIA 
North West Annual Dinner has become 
known as one of the highlights of the 
Manchester Jewish charity calendar. 

2. What does UJIA mean to you?
I grew up in a passionate Zionist home that 
fostered a strong Jewish identity. From 
childhood the State of Israel, its people 
and the challenges she faces have been 
important to me. I constantly remind myself 
where we came from – having no home 
and the atrocities of the holocaust, to a 
homeland to call our own. It is especially 
easy to take this for granted at times of 
peace – we should count ourselves very 
fortunate to live in this era. The values I 
learned as a child are ones that I am proud 
to pass onto my children and hopefully 
they’ll pass these on to their children, too. 
I have marvelled at Israel’s growth from 
the early days of kibbutz, to its world-
renowned position as the ‘Start-Up Nation’. 
Our job is to teach our next generations to 
love the country and base their identity on 

that love. It is crucial they want to remain a 
part of our dynamic community, wherever 
they may end up. 

3. When did you first get involved?
My family and I have supported UJIA for 
many years. Over the last 10 years, I have 
been a regular participant of the gruelling 
North-2-South Bike which has raised about 
£1 million for UJIA projects. In 2017 I joined 
the UJIA Manchester Cabinet which has 
furthered my involvement and given me 
the opportunity to give strategic input  
on the allocation of funds in the UK  
and Israel. 

4. Who else is involved?
Manchester is fortunate to have a group of 
dedicated and passionate volunteers who 
work under the leadership of Trustee and 
Northern Chair, Nici Wertheim. Over the 
last few years the Dinner committee had 
a strong team, led by Joel, and it is thanks 
to them that we are able to build on the 
recent success and make it our own. I was 
surprised how easy it was getting people 
involved and how passionate my team is 
about UJIA’s work. Kate Moryoussef, Jan 
Harris, Lesley Jacobs, Wendy Schweiger and 
Simmy Pinkus are putting in the hours to 
ensure that our Dinner in October is both 
entertaining and spells out exactly what 
UJIA is all about. As I said, we all like a 

challenge and my biggest aim is to make 
this Dinner the most successful yet.

5. Finally, have you got any exciting news 
about your line up?

This year the UJIA North-West Annual 
Dinner on the 28th October, promises to be 
the culminating celebration of Israel 70. Our 
guests will have the opportunity to hear 
directly from beneficiaries of UJIA projects 
and programmes in Israel and the UK. Our 
guest speaker, Former Lieutenant Colonel 
Peter Lerner, a well-respected former Israeli 
Defence Forces Spokesman for the foreign 
media, will enthral 
us with his tales 
of international 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n ; 
and to conclude the 
Dinner guests will 
be entertained by 
Israeli illusionist and 
magician, Tomer 
Dudai, who recently 
won “Israel’s  
Got Talent”.

Heads up for UJIA’s 70th anniversary Dinner  
with new Dinner Chair, Alan Hodari 

Charities 

0161 429 0600

Collins Landscapes Ltd are Commercial and 
Residential Landscape Gardeners in Manchester, 
Stockport, Cheadle Hulme, Altrincham and 
Wilmslow/Cheshire. We provide garden designs, 
pruning, hedging, paving, driveways, walling, 
artificial lawns and fencing.

working in the community since 1984
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL • CONTRACTS

Wishing The 
Jewish Community 
a Happy New Year 

and well over  
the fast

www.collinslandscapes.co.uk
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TOGETHER, WE MAKE CHANGE. 
YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

United Jewish Israel Appeal is a registered charity No. 1060078 (England & Wales) and Sc 039181 (Scotland).

ujia.org               

WITH YOUR SUPPORT, WE DO MORE 
This Kol Nidre, make your tzedakah count. Donate now at ujia.org/kn18 

Our Israel. Our future. 

Our heartfelt thanks to Hale and District Hebrew Congregation. Your support has enabled 
UJIA to help young adults from poor development towns integrate into wider Israeli society. 
Over the last five years, UJIA has funded a programme at Netiv Tefachot, combining Jewish 
studies, national service and community projects. With your support:

• Stage one has been completed, with the opening of the UJIA-funded Beit Midrash in 2015,  
a modern hub including a synagogue, library and classrooms. With currently 100 students  
and 200 graduates, this number will increase in the forthcoming academic year.

• Construction of new accommodation at Netiv Tefachot continues. Stage two will build new 
student dormitories, providing decent living conditions and replacing barely habitable  
housing units.

• UJIA continues to sponsor underprivileged students to take part in the Netiv Tefachot  
programme, including 25% from Israel’s Ethiopian community.
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CST works to give British Jewry the ability to lead 

confident and safe lives, and we have never been better 

prepared to support Britain’s vibrant Jewish community. 

As we move into a fresh new year, we reflect on the work 

we have done over the last twelve months: 

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has protected over 600 

communal buildings and over 1,000 events, from the large 

AJEX Annual Remembrance Parade and public Chanukah 

candle lightings to small community events.

CST has managed a Home Office grant of £13.4 million, 

subsidising commercial security guards for over 400 

schools, synagogues and Jewish communal buildings 

across the UK. We are pleased to have secured another 

year of funding for our work. 

CST’s Security Enhancement Project has funded security 

equipment, such as CCTV systems, fencing and alarms 

at hundreds of Jewish buildings across the country. This 

project has committed and spent over £12 million to 

strengthen our community’s buildings against attack.

Since Rosh Hashanah last year, CST has monitored more 

than 4,400 cameras at over 280 synagogues, communal 

buildings and schools across the UK, ensuring immediate 

responses to antisemitic attacks or suspicious behaviour. 

CST’s monitoring and analysis of antisemetism across the 

UK has been as vital as ever since last Rosh Hashanah, and 

we have strengthened Jewish communal bonds with the 

Police, government bodies, as well as other organisations 

such as Facebook, The FA and interfaith organisations, all 

of which impacts upon our lives and society. 

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has committed hundreds 

of hours in developing its volunteers. CST volunteers are 

fitter, better informed and more skilled than ever before. 

As we celebrate a new year, bringing both further 

challenges and a thriving community, we ask you to join 

us in helping to keep British Jewry safe and confident.

Please volunteer; CST needs volunteers to protect 

our Jewish community. Please report antisemitism or 

suspicious behaviour; if you experience antisemitism, 

such as verbal abuse, threats, graffiti or antisemitism on 

social media, please report it to CST. Please consider 
giving a donation to CST; all of our projects rely on 

communal fundraising.

CST wishes you a Good Yom Tov and a happy, peaceful 

and safe year ahead.

Community Security Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales (1042391) and Scotland (SC043612)

 @CST_UKCommunity Security Trust

National Emergency Number (24-hour) 0800 032 3263
London (Head Off ice) 020 8457 9999
Manchester (Northern Regional Off ice) 0161 792 6666

www.cst.org.uk

CSTmedia

SHANA TOVA
Wishing you all a happy, peaceful and safe new year from CST
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The Mond Family
and

The Emanuel 
Charitable Trust
Wish everyone a  

happy yomtov and  
well over the fast


